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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

J

;.

r
The 1977 Youth tmploymenfr Demonstration Projects Act (YEDPA)

was conceived as.a broad effort to atta America's chronic youth
unempidyment problem an compile basic information aboutt_effec-
tive program techniques major component of the Act, the Youth
Community Conservation and I Ovement Programs (YCCIP) was de-7

0

tsigned:
.

~To provide youths with,intensive skills training
in the workplace that could ,serve as a stepping
stone to unsubsidized jobs; and,

to provide tangible, valuable and lasting cOmmun-
ity improvements.,

A substantial portion of the- funding for this component of
YEDPA was designated.fox,discretionary'efforts to test innovative
program approaches;

'The Venturessin Community Improvement (VICI) project was s
pOrtekthiough these specially earmarked funds. It was desig;d
by Palic/Private 'Ventures as an "enhanced work experience
model," in which skills training was condbctedl through work
experience in a setting that strongly emphasized the finished
production of quality, work. The program as operated in eight
6ites (most were in large urban areas), prpviding some nog
out-of-school, disadvantaged yotith with intensive work experience ,z

in the building tradgs.
,

The demonstration-research project had three main purosesp :-

a. To design an exemplary program model, and test the
feasibility of its replication on a broader scale;

2. To measure and assess the impact of the program on
employment opportunities, wage benefits and com-
munity benefits in the form of property improve-
ments;

3. To design (and, in a field setting, make- refine-
ments to) a methodology for assigning value to
work products prottuCed through the VICI program
and readily usable in similar projects. .

This is the final report of the two-year national demonstra-
tion and research program.

THE VICI MODEL

The program model l-coAsists of a set of key components which
together make up VICI These were selected on the basis of a
Careful review of existing programs to identify features that



were both effectiVe and_: gable of being impletente-a,in a variety

_of settings. .

.

Chief ,among them were...the following;

1. Wok'projects Providing both varied skill training
in the construction` for participants and

. _

needed' physical improvements for communities;
F_ (

2. Work crews, led by.highly-skilled union journeymen

and having a low supervisor-trainee ratio (1.to 6. .
.

v

-r

. as a rule); +

.-

.

3. CommItment_oflocal funding_to:sqop ement Departm-A..

ent of Labor demonstration funds;

4. Ar.jor)fetvcofcae that draws upon
existing resources to perfore essential functions.
Agenciea inclpde: local ,unions, at to

provide appropriate viork projects, a participant-

referral agency, and educational' resources to help

youths obtain General Educational Development

(GED) diplomas..

ThrOugh a limited competition process* conducted by P/PV,

eight sites Were.selected-to test the VICI model: Atlanta,

Broward 'County _(Fla-.), Chicago, Milwaukee, NeW&ik (INI:J.0_; New

Haven, Ph.iladelphja, and_the South Bro)iiCteCtion pf,:-New York
City. Program enrollees were (as required by YCCIP_ regulations)-'

between,16 and 19 years of age_: The typical participant_ was a',

. min3ty, 11,37yeatOld_ high :*chool_dropoutP
and was certified

CETA-eligible. Yolgths'worked in crews,. learning the rudiments of

various construction trades.__ Work prOjects ranged_fram:"gut"
rehabilitation of -housing units to. emer ency:hpusing repairs to

home weatherization. Participatign ih th program usuallyglasted

for six months. ' I :

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The chief .meads of assessing he program'S effeCts'on parti-

Opants were-data obtained from post-program ,intervieWs. Four 1

hundred-and seventy VICI participants, and a comperison groUp of.

131-aUbjects drawn randomly from VICI- waiting lists, were inter-

viewed. Similar data"Were obtained for participants two

similar program 'types: a U. Department of Housing and Urbau=i,

Development (HUD) deionstration, and other construction-oriented

YCCIP projects.
"

cs
To measure the.valpe o'f community improvementd, a work valu-

ation methodology vies developed and use in all.aites. 'To ad- , ,

dress the ,replication issue, independentifield^obperve;s-visited
each site up to five times during the demonstration They sys-

tematically identified what appeared to be basic elements in pro-
t

,
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gram success and fac tors that promoted or hindered local program
effectiveness and, replicability.

PROGRAM RESULTS

Measdred against control group youth, VICI program partici-
pants demonStrated the following key outcomes (all statistically
significant). eight months aftt grogram completion:

1. vICI participants were about twice as likely to be
eriployed;

VICIparticipapts wereabout three times more
likely to be apprenticed or,to be on apprentice
waiting lists;

3. VICI participants had an average, wage gain over
controls of. $321 per quarteror $1286 a year.

,Comparison with other program.tVpes did not yield a pattern
o.f statistically signifigant resultS, though (on a nonsignifi=
cant basia) VICI.results equalled or exceeded those of the other
programs. All three types were found to provide benefits to
pakticipating youth; however; the research showed no clear -cut
superiority of one program type over the other. Ai

sj_Community_benefit redults were defined as the. value of work
products resulting: from the VICI program; It was found that the
$8,037,751 of total prdaram costs (from early 1979 to mid=1980)
produced tangible improvem- (repairs, refurbishment to public
buildings,. rOabilitation of using_ units, etc.)__ worth
$3i744855. tience for every publ4c:.; at expended, _47 cents
worth of permanent community improVeMents re ft in place.
This value, which- can be viewed. as an offset o 11MMIng costs,
iS evidence' of the program's' effectiveness in harmonizing the
somewhat disparate goals of training and community improvement

= The_ quality of work was_ludged_by an independent construction
estimating firt that rated 73 of_the_VICI jobs. Its finding was
that the work was generally of high quality. Workmanship in the
jobs rated equalled or exCeeded that of a professional contractor
in 86 percent of cases; appearance.of final product was so rated
90 percent-of:the time.

,

`COST=EFFECTIVENESS

To judge the cost-effectiveness of the VICI program, several
types of analysis_werec_undertaken, the key one being a cost-bene-
fit analysia, conducted from the societal perspective. Benefits
included wage gains -(over 40 years, discounted to present value)
and'value of community improvements. .Costs included those asso-
ciated with program operations, excluding program start-up costs
and stipends (which, as transfer payments, are not included in
the cost-benefit analysis, which was condhcted from a societal



perspective). Certain benefits -- e.g. reduction of transfdr

payments or reduced criminal activity -- were also not included,

thereby biasing results somewhat against the VICI program.

Analysis showed that VICI yielded benefits of $9,646 per

participant, at a cost of $6,312, for a net positive benefit of:

$3,334 per participant, and a positive benefit-cost raticOof 1.5

to 1. The positive benefit is comparatively insensitive to vari=--

ous assumptions about the rate at which the benefit'S decay, the

discount rate and the number of years over whzh the benefits

accrue.

`A related measure, the payback period, was also developed and

analyzed. This is simply the amount of time it would take a.suc-,

cetsful program graduate to repay, through the earnings gain pro-

duced by the program, the catt'of program participation.' For

VICI, the payback period was not long-- a little more, .than tWo

years.

COST-SHARING AS AN INCENTIVE _FEATURE

The comparatively high costs of a program like VICI I=-= whichwhi--

focdsed both on training hard=core unemployed youth and producing

physical improvements -- underscored the need.to dev lopftech

niques for levering funds from several sources. One c St analy-

sis undertaken focused on how well this was achieved and pro-

vided a measure of thncentives to participate presenIted to two

types of agency:

Prime sponsors, which used VICI dollars (which

came to them as additional funds, beyond their

normal budgets) to attain employment and training

goals;

Community development agencies, which used VICI

funds as an added tool in their efforts to make

physical improvements, particularly,in depressed

or blighted neighborhoods.

Community development agencies invested $1,786,000 in VICI

(20 per cent of program costs), mostly for building materials and

Supplies. In return, work products valued at $3,720,000.were

produqed, so that for every dollar of community development

funds,over two dollars' worth of product was "purchased."

Prime sponsors, whose "product" is the labor market gains of

prograM participantS, invested $7,234 per participant, which;

produced $5,838 in wage gains, or 81 cents for every dollar

invested.

PROGRAM REPLICATTON

Despite t- he need for an intricate linkage system_ among some-

times disparate agencies, VICI was judged to be capable of retail-



cation. Field research identified critical) progrementS, of
which the luTe of incentive funds from DOC, union' participation,
and the levering of program funds from several interested agen-
cies were-all Judged to be crucial.

An indication of the success of'the program lies in the fact
that when DOL incentive funding was terminated, prime sponsors in
fiveof the original eight sites chOse to continue their programs
with their own' funds. It remains an open iguestion, though,
whetker such p ;ograms can be started de au2 without the presence
of substantial incentive funding.

- kxi
WORK VALUATION METHODOLOGY

To meet the third project goal, Public/Private Ventures
designed a methodology for systematically and consistently
valuing physical improvements produced as part of the VICI under -
taking., A major aim was to produce an approach that was sqund,
inexpensive and simple to implement. The methodology is based on
the notionof-"alternative supplier price," i.e., the price an
outside bidder would charge to perform-the same work. Estpmates

- of this price were systematically developed foi each VICI FirojeA
by a trained estimator employed by the pro9ram. These were perie=
odically calibrated, using independent outside re-estimates of
some completed work. Where necessary, weights were calculated to
bring high (or low) estimates into conformance.

--The valuation system produced a broad set of cost statistics
useful not only as a measure of program products, but also for p
range of management and planning applicationS. The system also
permits compari'sons between different.programs and different
sites_ since it provides uniform measures of value. It also
proved comparatively inexpensiveto implement -- only about one
percent of total budget costs.

CONCUISIONS__

The VICI devnstration met With appreciable success. Over-
all, P/E1( conelddes that a well-designed community improvement
program can both increase the chances for disadvantaged youth to-
gain unsubsidized employment in the construction trades and pro-
duce valuable improvements in the community,in a cost-effective
manner. Moreover, both the VICI program, itself and the work
valuation system (either independently or in tandem with VICI)
appear to be replicable in a broad variety of settings.



INTRODUCTION

This, repitrt summarizes the development and operation of the
Ventures in Community Improvement Demonstration Project (VICI),:
and lts impact on participant youths and communities.

A "demonstration project" has been described as:

. . a small program, funded fop a definite
period of . . . It has specific objec=
tives and approaches which are subjected to
critical scrutiny; it serves a select area and
population with the fervent hope that the les-
sons it learns and 'demonstrates,' through the
rigors of scientific research, will somehow
lead to large-scale adoption and major shifts
in the aims, styles, resources and effective-
ness of major social service organizations and

.programs:/

The VICI demonstrati embodied all these features. It
served a "select population': young; minority, jnner city high
School drop-outs who had severe employment problems befcre ente-
ring the VICI program.

VICI's specific objectives and approaches were:

1. To provide youths with intensive skills train-
ing in the tit serve* as a
stepping' stone to unsubsidized jobs and'ap-
prenticeships in the construction trades;

To provide tangible and lasting community im-
provements through the rehabilitation of pub-
lic facilities and repairs of low income
housing. r

In striving to accomplish these objeCtives the VICI program
design took several innovative approaches.

First; underlying the VICI model was a belief that the effec-
tiveness of youth programs can be increased by forging strong
links between diverse institutions that offer varied resources
and expertise. The demonstration thereforelinked the following
institutions: a local agency to manage' the project, an organi-
zation to provide work,'organized labor, local educational insti-
tutions, and a local agency to provide building permits and work
inspection.

Second, particular emphasis was place onlevering funds from
public sources other than CETA in order to increase available re-
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sources for purchasing materials and supplies.

Third, the model called for much closer/superNision (one
supervisor for every six_participants) than is ordinarily offered

in CETA community programs. 2/ Only union journeymen

interested in.4.67king with youth were recruited to serve-as su-,

pervisors.,

The VICI demonstration was subjected to "critical scrutiny

and scientific research." EXtensive_quantitativeand qualitative
analyses were condutted to answer two core research ;questions

specified by the U.S. Department of Labor's Office of Youth
Programs:

1. How and under what coridit.ions can- the Program

be adequately replicated in. various communi-

ties?

2; What impact did participation in VICI have on

the post=ptOgram employment prospects_ o(

youth, espediallyjn_comparison. to6sitilar_
youths who participated in othpr_typesT of
construction-related training programs?

In addition, the Office of Youth Programs selectedVICI to

serve as a field,laboratory in order to develop and refine a

practical methOdOlogy'fbr discerning_the'dollar value of work

products (the community improvements) generated by the program;

.
In this reportk:Chapters I.andII describe the; program rob'

and its implementation. Chapter III- presents the work Valua on
methodologythat was created -to assessthe dollar value Of the

work products and the reSuItS;of applying__this methodolOgy. ,

Chapter_IV provides .a.detailed summary_of various analyseS of

VICI's_impact on participating youth, and Chapter Vdiscusses the

cost-effedtivenessof the VICI program. Chapter VI summarizes
major. findings and their implications for policy-makers and

planners thatged With(guiding employment and training services.

NOTES

1/Rein, Martin, SocialPolicy, Random HouSe, New York, 1976,

p.l.

2/A ratio of one superviSor to ten youths is typical in most

youth_ community improvement projects according to the Department

of Labor'S Officelf Youth Programs. .

17
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CHAPTER I: THE ORIGINS AND FEATURES OF THE'DEMONSTRATION

This chapter describes the policy context' of the VICI demon-
stration, the essential features of the model to be tested, and
the fundamental research questions to be answered by the demon-
stration. 'This chapter thus seeks to Set a frAmei4ork for the re-
mainder of the report.

BACKGROUND

The year 1977 witnessed substantial legislative activity on
youth unemployment. kbipartisan consensus had been reached that
sOral.ing unemployment' among our nation's young people posed a

"'formidable socio-economic problem. Nearly onehAlf of All un=
emplOyecFpersonS were in the 16 t' 24 a_ge.group, even though this

.'group accounted for only a quarter of the total work force.I/
These figures, however, masked discrepancies among various
segments of the youth population. The Congressional Budget
Office'reported:

Unemployment among different subgroups of youths varies
sharply according to education, income, and race. The
chances of a youth being unemployed in 1976 were About
one in seven. If that youth was a school dropout, how-
ever, his chances were about one in four. . They were
about one in three if he was a non=white School dropout.
Similarly a poor youth's chances of .being unemployed
were about one in three; and if poor and non-white, one
in two. Finally, a teenage worker living in a poverty
area of a central city was About twice as likely to be
unemployed as a teenage worker in-general, and a non-
-white teenager in a Poverty area of a .central city was
more than twice as likely to be unemployed; 2/

In raw numbers, nearly 3.4 million youths aged 16-to 24 were
unemployed, on 1.fie-verages, during 1976. Double this number^ex-
perienced periods of unemployment during the year; 3/

While analyses of the:Consequences of youth unemployment are:
limited, a review -o available studies by the National Commission

;.for_Employment polidy dOncluded that extended unemploymentas a
youth_ reduces subSequent:earnings, may undermine.self-confidende
(which in turn, impairs future earnings and occupational status),
andmayibe associated with crime, drug abuse and other forms- of
anti-social behayior. In sum,the Commission_ concluded.thAt
"there' are long-termAaayoffs to increasing the labOr market
opportunites of youth;".4/
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YEDPA: A Response_to_the_Problem

In July- 1977, Congress. passed a consolidated youth

employment bill, which, whenlit became law, was calleOthe Youth

Employment and Demonstration( nojects Act (YEDPA). Backed by a

one billion dollar 1978 appropriation, it authorized four major

types, of project:

1. The Young Adult Conservation Corps (YACC), provid-
ing year-round youth employment in public parks,.

forests and recreation areas;

2. The Youth Incentive Entitlement Pilot Projects
(YIEPP), testing the results of guaranteeing jobs
and/or treining to all economically disadvantaged
16 to 19 year olds residing in selected areas who
agreed' to enter-or remain in school during the
period of entitlement;

3. The Youth Community Conservation and Improvement
Projects (YCCIP), hiring young people to work on
community improvement projects rangink from hous-
ing rehabilitation to eneegy conservation;

4. Youth Employment and Training ProgramS (YETP), en-

hancing the job prospects 'of youth through career'
information, work experience and other activities.

While the majority of fundS appropriated for YEDPA was to be

allocated by formula among the 455 prime sponsors, -a certain pr

portion of YEDPA dollars was set aside as discretionary. Thes

discretionary fundswere to support more experimental program and

to identify programs and services that best moved ybuths into the

job market.

The Office of Youth Programs (OYP) was created to administer

YEDPA and pre-existing youth programs. This office formulated a

"Knowledge Development Plan" (KOP) to coordinate and guide YEDPA

discretionary allocations.

YCCIP

The intent of YCCIP was to offer a program "short on.lrills

but long on,\well-supervised jobs with tangible outputs.". 5/ It

targeted out-of-school, economically disadvantaged youths7 esp=

ecially dropouts. A categorical program, YCCIP sought to craate

roughly 14,000 jobs for youth during 197a. The legislators were

clear that the work consist of "work 'which would not otherwise be

carried out." 6/

YCCIP's two-point emphasis on producing tangible community
improvement and skill training was not a new twist in public'

efforts to address unemployment. But the new ,YCCIP program
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consciously attemOted to void past mistakes by regulating
against "make work" and accentuating the qualitylOf. the work
experience, khe supervision and the output. 7/

_.
OYP's Knowledge Development 'Plan, issued in late 1973 (and

updated since then) , specified- three demonAtration projects under
the YCCIP program. would explore the value of using a
neighborhOod-based community development. corporation to run
community improvement programs. This demonstration would use
funds transferred frnm DOL to the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) and then to ten community develo ent corpo-
rations:(which for the purpose of this report will -b _called the
HUD demonstration). A -second demonstration wed xplore the
feasibility of federal. inter-agency work projects, by developing.
arrangements through which other-federal agencies would be'linked
to community improvementwark-ProjectS. ,'The third demonstration
would become VICF, thee7-ventures in Community'Improvement demon-
stration, which was to test the feasibility of replicating an
exemplary program in a variety of communities.

THE VICI MODEL

P/PV had completed, an extensive national review ofaouth
programs for the Ford-Foundation, and was_ accordingly well-
positioned to design an exemplary program model. The Office of
Youth Programs therefore asked P/PV to design, guide and research
the demonstration. Using information gained from the Ford study,
P/PV pinpointed three.programs that combined' critical features
that would be blended together to form the VICI model: The Emer-
gency Home Repgir Program in Portland, Oregon; World of, ork,
Rochester, NY; and Maverick Service Corporation, Hartford, nne
While no single program provided the ideal! model, each possessed
attractive'characteristics. As a result, the emerging VICI model
becamea blend of selected features from several Trograms.

The P/PV staff recognized during the planning process that
introduction of the model to different jurisdictions rested in
part on a*distinction between its essential features and inciden-
tal features that would allow for local variations. Accordingly,
a set of optional features were constructed in addition to the
required program features, some of which 'were prescribed by YCCIP
regulations.

The required program elements included: 8/

1. Participants who were 16 to 19 years of age, out of
schoel, unemployed, underemployed, or economically
disadvantaged and confronted by severe difficulties
in obtaining jobs;

2. Work projects that' provided-.both needed physical
community improvements in thp construction trade
areas and varied work and training for participants;
(the work mist be of a kind that would not be rou-

I
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tinely donsr in the absence of the program);

Recruitme of participants from geographical areas
where th work itself was to take place;

Work crews (10) led by highly skilled supervisors
and a small supervisor=participants ratio (one to
six) towermit skills training; .

5. Links among diverse public agencies, with clear
SSigr-lent of, and agreement to, roles and respon-
sibi: ,Aes, as follows:

b.

c.

_

A local management agency with the experience
and capacity to conduct and manage the program,
or a prime sponsor that could administer the
program;

A referral agency with demonstrated
and experience in working with youth;

access to

A "work-providing agency" with the demonstrate
capacity to provide a suitable inventory of-pr'

jects and work orders in a timely and continuous
fashion;

d. Labor unions and trade organizations to cooper-
ate in the referral of journeyman supervisors;

e. Educa tional institutions to. provide_ youth pa rti-

cipants with'opportunities to enroll in a GED or
other form of continuing education;

6. Proviiion for obtaining licenses and/or permits to
undertake physical community improvements, and

inspection of work performed;

commitment to provide the necessary data and in7

formation to meet the demonstration's research re-
quirements; and

8. A commitment of local funding, particularly for
building materials and supplies, to supplement the

support provided by DOL.

The optional elements that allowed for variati ons in local
conditions included payment of incentive wages to participants,
the.offering of driver education, the location of target areas
for work sites and youth recruitment, and the choice.of local
program operator.

After reviewing and approving the model, (DOL) selected and
invited fourteen prime sponsors, mostly from major cities, to a

workshop where.P/PV introduced the demonstration and -offers d the



opportunity to submit proposals for starting a VICI program. In
all, fifteen 9/ proposals were 'submitted within the one-month
deadline. Of these, eight..were approved for funding:

Atlanta Georgia
Browardlpounty, Florida
Chicago, Illinois
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Newark, New Jersey

Aew Haven, Connecticut-
New York, New York (South
Bronx)
'Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

.

.`" 'Auttiority for the VICI. demons#tration descended vertically
from the DOL Office of Youth Programs through the Regional`
Offices to the CETA prime,sponsor in each city; (See Chart I-1).
P/PV, as the intermediary Organization, was_ ressonsi_ble fOr
designing, guiding.and conducting research on the demonstration.
As such, P/PV had "recommendation" *authority but was dependebt
upon the Office of4qouth programs and/Or_the DOL Regional Offices
to _put its recommendations into practice. The institutional
framework of the demonstratio is shown in Chart L-1. 'Typcal
linking organizations such a the work provider;i: educational
faiility and the referral agenc- are described as well.

Each of the eight sites was. to operate its program for
eighteen months, with continuous enrollment maintaining a level
,of_60 active participants. P /PV Program staff were assigned to
provide technical assistance and progibm oversight during the
period of operation;

The eight sites- commenced .operations'separ tely during the
period September 1978, through FeOruar*. 1979. When the demon-
stration period had ended for all s_tes in September'1980, almoit
4500 youths had participated in rICI. 'Five of the sites voon-
tinued to operate, with thb help ofDOL matching funds, through
most of 198). Of these, four made successfultransition to non-
discretionary local funding sources and continue in operation.
In addition, the Chicego site, not originally selected as one of
the five for DOL matching funds, has continued to Operate With
local funds since the end of the initial demonstration.

THE RESEARCH PLAN
.

The DOL's Knowledge Development Van of 1977 guided the VICI
research 10/ by enumerating the three underlying objectives of
the demonstration:

1. To demopstrate and test the feasibility and ef-
fectiveness of the replication methodology itself
(i.e.,.-hOw and under what conditions can the pro-
gram model be replicated in various communities?);

2. To develop and refine a 'work valuation'.method-
ology that may eventually be incorporated into
formula-funded.community improvement'programs; and
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Chart I-1
Schematic Representation of the VICI Demonstration

By Organizetion and FuncticinS

PUBLIC/PRIVATE VENTURES
e Model development

Proposal review
t Implemeatetional

assistance
Ongoing technical

assistance
o Research

N,

N
.;N

UNION LOCALS
to-Provide instructore
tress to °

apprenticeship

YOUTH REFERRAL AGENCY
(e.g., youth agency)
O Initial screening

and intake
Referrals to LMA

N-=

"04

OFFICE OF YOUTH PROGRAMS
4 Site designation

Contract awards-
.* OVerall-demons

management--
rat on

DOL RkfbNALGFFICES
Fiscal monitoring

e Contra0,t compliance \

?RIME SPONSORS (8)
to Local planning

O Local subcontract
* Monitor subcontract.
di Local imQ.ementational

assistance

LOCAL MANAGEMENT AGENCY

(LMA)
Project manOgentent
Maintain linkages
Youth placement.
Reporting

I.

EDUCATION LINKAGE
,(e.g., schools, GED

program)
Educational servftes

SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDING
For Staterials/7

supplies ;

WORK PROVIDING AGENCY
(e.g., housing authorit0
4 Identifies workApite
O Preparesjob orders

Inspects work

YOUTH PLACEMENT AGENCY
O A VICI completers

to secure lobs

NOTE: In some sites; more than one role is played by the same agency the

Printe_Sptingiar_is also the local management agency). In others; multiOld

agencies are involved in one function (e.g., youth referral).

Key. Lines of printery authority
Communication lines,-
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I
3. To comparet the post-program experience of youth

participating in the projeces (which will mainly
provide job experience) with,those'for aekcompar-

e. able groilp of yeung people of !similar backgreunds
*ho hasie participated 4n other manpower progfams
(whieh emphasized classroom training, manpower and
support services) in the dame localities.

A q!fere t research" strategy was used to answeF each,of,the
basic geesti ns Fir6t, the queStion of how and under what cone
di e prograk model' could be adequately replicated was
answered through proeess documentation. It sought to evaluate
those processes that quantitative analyses do not reveal. The
theme and coueee of replication was one of the principal targets.
Other topics addressed were the operational,effectivenest of cer-
tale...features of the model itself, and the role of._ the intermed-
iary organilation in replication The primary meads of informa-
tion gathering consisted of on=Site observations and comprehen-
sive interviews with key persons involved fn VICI. This work was
subcontracte6 to a team of experienced, independent evaluators
who visited every VICI site Several times during the demieistra-
tion period: The results of the process docymentatien analysis
follow in Chapter II.

To meet_ the second objective, P/PV staff designed and imple-
mented a work valeation methodology that provided a pechanism for
assessing the dallier value of production. A discUssien of the
methodology and the results of its implementation in the eight
sites appears in Chapter III.

)The third objective, to compare the postprogram experiences
of youths in VICI to youths participating in other programs" was
revised before the start of program operations. Soth 90L and
P/PV agreed that more 'credence wield be placed in findings that
were confined%o YCCIP construction projects rather than spanning
t s_pectrum.of programs with different goalse objectives, activi=
ties, and youth eharacteristics. This would increase similarity
across staue:eomparisoe groups and, hence, would make the inter-
program cOr)iparipons more reliable. In addition, P/PV recommended
that a "no treatment" group be added to the Study in order to
gauge the net effect of the demonstrationeon yo h. 11/ In
end, the post-program compariSon emeeged as a fa r-group sLedy
design.

"Face-to-face foklow-up interviews to obtain key labor market
.information (e.g., employment status, wages and job types) were
cOnducted at one, three and eight months after participants left
,he program. These interviews were obtained from VICI partici-
pants and from:

1. Yeuths who had entered the HUD demonstration in
the four cities that overlapped VICI sites (Atlane
ta, Chicagd, Newark, New York). HUD projects
enrolled both'ineschool and out=of-schoOl youths;'
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°only the latter were included in the study sample.

Youths in formula=funded YCdIP Constructionipro-
grams run in V1CI cities. Onli three sites had
the quantity of these youths 0=60) deemed suff i=

cient for the study: Chicago, Philadelphia, New
York.

3. Control yOuths, randomly selected from the waiting
lists of four VICI sites.

Program impact was determined by a miltivariate;inter-group
compar ison of the youths' 'post-program behavior and/experiences.

Chapter'IV describe the research design in detail and presents
the findings of the impact analysis.

, 6

An additional pdrt of the impact,analysis is the assessments

of VICI's cost-effectiveness, which is discussed in Chapter V.
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for the Central Harlem and South Bronx neighborhoods.

10/A compendium of VICI interim Reports is found in Appendix'
I.

11/The national Office of Youth Programs felt that it could
not mandate such a control group but neither would it prohibit
such. It was left to Public/Private Ventures and each rtici-
pating prime4sponsor to jointly apQ voluntarily negotl to the
issue.
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CHAPTER II: THE VICI MODEL AND ITS REPLICATION- -
A PROCESS DOCUMENTATION ANALYSIS

The Knowledge Development Plan of the U.S. Department of
Labor, Using VICI as a testing ground, called for analysis of
program replication as a strategy for fostering effective ser-
vices. The basic question posed was: "how and under What con=
ditions can the program model be adequately replicated in various
communities? l- This chapter addresses the issue by first
deSeribing the program, model from the perspective of a typical
program staff, a typical youth enrollee, and the central features
of the VICI model. The second portion of this chapter analyzes
the key steps in VICI's replication process and the lessons that-
were learned as the-demonstration progr sed through its several
gages.

In order to investigate these issues, P/PV ntIlied upon pro=
cess documentation, consisting _primarily. of extensive on-site
observation and interviews with several hundred key actors. This
method was chOsen to obtain information (e.g., local political
forces, the strength of the linkage system) not-readily amenable
to quantification. P/PV subcontracted for the services of two
experienced evaluators (Harvey Shapiro and Henry Blakely) for the
process documentation analysis. While they were guided by a re=
search 'plan that set out main study themes, they were encouraged
to draw their on conclusions.

The evaluators isited each VICI program site at least ive
times during the stu period. They spoke with mayors, ocal
employment and boas ng officials, union leaders and, other
professionals involved with the demonstration, as well as with
youth participants, homeowners whose dwellings were being re-
paired, their neighbors and passersby who stopped to view the
work projects. The evaluators also interviewed DM officials and
'P/PV staff. TheSe visits and interviews took place throughout
the demonstration period.' This chapter provides a synopsis of
the_more th &n 1000 pages ofprocess documentation the evaluatora
produced. 2/

As part of the investigation of replication, P /PV was asked
to evaluate its own effectiveness as an intermediary institution.
Like the other qualitative research, this -task was subcontracted
to independent evaluators for process documentation analysis.
Since P/PV feels that self- evaluation 'is not appropriate, the
portion of Harvey Shapiro's process documentation report. that
deals with the' role of-the intermediary appears verbatim in
Appendix S.I.

;iv
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THE P-ROGRAM_MODEL

This Section describes VICI from the vantage points of typi-:

cal staff and youths, the model's -distinguishing features and

p,ioblems in execution. This preliminary description delineates

some of VICI's essential aspects, providing an informed basis for

interpreting both, the replication portion of thid chapter and
subsequent quantitative chapters\..

The Program'Staff

The local operator was the hub of the VICI program In three

of the eight VICI sites, the prime sponsor assumed fhe role of

program operator, managing VICLAirectly. In the 'other five

sites, prime sponsors were responsible for Selecting, subcontrac-
ting with and-Monitoring the local VICI operator.

The project director and deputy director were at the fulcrum

of VICI's dual goals: training and production.. Ordinarily, one

was an experienced human services professional and the other a

asoned construction expert (usually a union jourpeyman_or fore-

man). It varied across sites as-to who' was diredtor and who was

deputy but the dual-capacity was eviddnt in seven of the eight

VICI programs. = The construction expert approved and scheduled

the jobs, estimated job coststand supply needs, supervised the

journeyman, grew chiefs, and inspected the work. The human

services protettional implemented and oversaw_ the xputh-screening

processes, assessed participant needs for and °cured ancillary

services, oversaw data colletion and monito
p

the administra-

tive processes.of the program:

Tpe director and deputy jqintly developed and implemented

pariticipant personnel policies,Isettled disciplinary problems and

handled issues that involved both the human service t and produc-

tion areas. Together, they managed the job'placetient campaign

and tended the linkage system that characterized VICI, 410ich

meant:

Working wit referral sources to assure a continu-

ous flow ofwVICI-eligible candidatet;

-Sdlidifying links with educational institutions to
provide GED training, and with support service
providers (e.g., counseling, legal aid,-day care)

to handle persdnal problems encountered by parti-

cipants;

'Monitoring job placement efforts to aid VICI grad-

uatet' to gain employment;

Working with unions to recruit journeyman crew
leaders, to develop skills curricula and to secure
apprenticethips for promising VICI graduates;

28 a
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.
Coordinating witff the work-providing agency to
furnish appropriate community improvement projects
in 'a timely manner;'

Obtaining accurate and timely job specifications
and architectural drawings from the work-providing
agency;

Negotiating agreements, completing paperwork and
monitoring invoices and in4entories for,supplemen-
tal funding sources. These fuhds were critical in
VICI, especially in generating money for bdilding
supplies and materials, which comprised about 15
percent of a /ICI site's overall annual budget, or
about A20,000.

4

Crucial members of a typical program staff were the __onion.
journeymen serving as crew chiofs._Each supervised a crew of six
youths and was charged with "getting the, job- done.:" Sine_ youths
commonly- entered VIC with few skills and often had VO he taught
such. basics as using a hammer or measurinii'a plank, the journey=
man'sophallenge:was_to-move youths along a skill progression
while meeting production_scheduIes.

4
Clerical staff, 'a data clerk:(who handled the significant

data:collection demands- of the ,demonstration), and a warehot40'
man/driver who transported supplies -completed the VICI stiff.

The Youth

VICI applicants were typically_18-yearrold sminority_gtoup
members who had dropped out of- high :school and were jobless.
MoSt heard of theprograli thfbugh-neighborhood community organi-.
zations or from CETA- prime sponsors. Before applying for VICI,
each youth had to beformally certified'as CETA-eligible_by the
prime sponsor or its designee.

Those youths referred to VICI were screened byVICI staff.
In some sites, a: panel of journeymen quizzed the applicant
before admissidn was granted. While there was some weeding out
of these without motivation, youths who showed'interest were
generally accepted despite educational deficiencies.

4
The Training Program

The successful applicant began an orientation period of sev-
eral days' instruction on iob zafety, tool identification, work
rules and on-site observation before being assigned to -a work
team. Being a crew m'hoer meant working with five other young
persons under the d_44"ect supervison of a' union journeyman. It
meant getting up ally to be on the job by 7:00 A.M. For a new .
member it meant inheritihg the least skilled tasks jike carting
off debris, scraping =paint and breaking up concrete. A good
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number of youths quit VICI during their first few weeks because
"of these challenges. As it became obvious that new participants
were often deficient in such fundamental skills as simple math
and reading a ruler, time was set aside on the job to teach the
basics: using a ruler to. cut boards at specified lengths, figu-
ring ho* much paint would be needed to cover a wall .of certain

,dimensions or how to read the directions for mixing a bag of
concrete.

As a youth mastered the fundamentals; -new and more challen=
ging tasks w introduced and incentive pay raises for good work
and attendancecould be gained. Inexperienced youths would nor-
many observe a task first before trying it; gradually, they
youth gained experience and began coachinj new enrollees. Youths
would then be urged to begin preparation for an_unsubsidized job.
Finishing the GED prgram was emphasized. Qualifying for a
driver's license andisaving money to purchase a car were often
encouraged,because, once out of VICI, it was critical to have
transportation to and from job sites.

Partly because of the varied nature of the jobs and the con -
tinuous intake, there was no precise, skill curriculum that, when
finished, signaled successful completion of the program. Rather,
as a youth approached the end of'the#training period (or .if he/
sheshowed exceptional skill), vigorous job placement efforts
were initiated. All-VIC/ staff were responsible for making con-
tacts with prospective employers and unions. VICI youths were
instructed in job search skills and given responsibility for
making a specified number of contacts per week. The youth's
journeyman supervisor, who often bad strong, informal contacts
with unions and other construction employers, was a particularly
good source of job information. (This is discussed more fully in
the section on union links.)

:Construction Work

The decision to select construction work-as VICI's focus
shaped the program in' many ways. The building and ,construction
trades appeared to be good, though = difficult fields in which to
obtain employment for disadvantaged youth because work in this
field draws high pay. The prospect of training youth the
construction areaalso had positive aspects. Although the\work
was often difficult, it was tangible and thprefore gratifying;
the tasks were clear,the progress discernibly; and one's role in
the building process,easy to comprehend: AlthoughVICI enrollees
were at the beginning of a long road in building trades careers,
they were also learning skills that they could put to use immedi-
ately through other jobs or at home.

Another. positive aspect of construction training is its pro-
duction c portent: tangible community improvements. The communi-
ty improv ments made by VICI included emergency repairs to the

homes of the poor and elderly, and the refurbishment oft.public
houging ojects, single family houses and a wide assortment of

`,1



facilities used by public service organizations; 'qie projects
often substantially-improved the appearan-e and usefulness of
these structures.

Community improvements also generated good- public relationS
for CETA. In a national atmosphere of suspicion that CETA funds
were being wasted, prime sponsors regularly brought observers to
see the work done by VICI crews.

There are, of course, some negative aspects of using .con-
struction as the arena fox skills training: some trades require
high School diplomas,: an educational barrier that many-disad=
vantaged youths could not pass; entree into many building trades-
is often long and complex, involving tests and lengthy periods of
apprenticeship; and employment in this industry can be highly
sporadic. It also became clear. that 16=17 year olds were too
young to take full advantage of a training program in the coc-
struction trades. 'TOO many individuals in this group lacked the
necessary matuciity and level of_commitment. Most program oper-
ators would have preferred to fo'Cus on 18 and 19 year olds or
permit enrollment up to the age of 24-- the cutoff age for ente-
ring many apprenticeships. -7-411k

Levering Funds

Thit was another important element -in the VICI model. VICI
sought to conserve employment and training funds by using them
for leverage: to attract money from othet sources. CETA prime
sponsors felt that they were getting better training for their
money; in fact' the levered funds, used_for materials and supplies
permitted the production orientation of the skills training that
normal CETA funding levels would otherwise not have permitted.
The community development_or housing agency, by providing funds
for building matAialS and suppli4s, was able to invest a'small
amount and get large returns because CETA funds paid for most
labor costs- (See Chapter V for a discussion of costs-benefitt
for CETA and community telopment organizations.)_ Levering-
allowed each agency to g t a largerr;-return on its dollar than
would have been possible without this sharing of resources.

Involving more than one funding source also proved helpful in
dealing with the vagaries of CETA funding. CETA funds decreased
during the institutionalization phase but two of the five pro-
grams were able to increase the contribution they had been re=
ceiving from the_local agency that provided Materials and Sup=
'plies. These Additional funds could then be used to offset
reduced CETA funds. Elsewhere, local funds were used when
federal funds were slow in arriving.

Conversely, levering funds also meant that slow delivery on a
funding commitment could impede VICI operations. Three VICI
sites were forced to scramble for alternative funds while waiting
for funding sources to fulfil their commitments. In two in-
stances, material and supplies money wa's slow in coming, and work
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was temporarily slowed.

Ultimately, of course, levering funds does:not change program
costs,.it just spreads them over more sources. In this case,
addressing both manpower and community improvement: objectives
served to attract multiple,funding_sources., Levering is highly
attractive from the,standpoint of.fundetS because it allows them
to get more results per dollar.

The Linkage System
_41

The links between a manpower program and other:organizations
rest -on the aetumption that the expertise and resources needed to
.provide.sekVidet critical to the;successof the program already

exist-within:the community. Theoretically,- it:would be.expenSiVe
-and poor publid policy to duplicate_ services by adding, say, edd-=
'cational services or the capacity to identify_andscreen appro-
priate work sites; when .those services could be Obtained at tic)

cost by forging links with existing institutions.

VICI was therefore linked to work-providing agenties' that,
generated work opportunitiesi trade unions that provided_exper-
ienced instructors as well as entree for. trainees into the
construction industry' educational institutions that ,made_it
easier for participants to reconnect with a system from which
they had dissodiated themselves, _S youth referral network

designed to facilitate the. recruitment and screening 'of qualified

applicants, nd counseling:and_placement services; An advlsory

board was created t,o.keep all the linking institutions in regular

contact with the_program. Chart. II-1 'deddribes the variety Of
organizations linking with the eight VICI sites, as well as the
specific type of work undertaken by each.

During the planning phase many observers questioned whether

these . links could be readily developed. dbwever, VICI'S

designers hoped these institutions would work together out of
self-interest; everyone was to have 'something to gain through

their involvement. As the following discussion describes, the

most succestful links were, characterized by this mutual self-
interest, primarily that of unions and work providdrs. Con=

versely, unsuccessful links were characterized by a lack of
perceived benefit, as in the case of local education systems, or
competing interests, as in the case of referral agencies with
access to eligible youth.

The work=providing link offered the most obvious incentives.

By agreeing to participate and identify work to be done, the

work - providing agenci,es were able to get useful refurbishment and

'rehabilitation work completed at extremely low cost, because they

had to underwrite only materials and supplies. M6reover, the

presence.of union journeymen as superviSors provided assurance
tha-the work would be of acceptable quality. Thus, the work-

providing agencies' were able to please their constituents,.

improve their facilities and help youth while using less money-
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than would have been spent with private contractors.

The union link was also.crucial to VICI. The demonstration's
designers_ believed -that VICI held two attractions for unions:
the jobs it provided for some of their journeymen members and-the
opportunity_to obtain more minority or_female apprentices to
satisfy equal opportunity. requirements. However, the prospect of
a few jobs and affirmative action pressures were seldom strong
enough to lure susptcious unions into an alliance with VICI. But
some unions were attracted by the. opportunity to screen minority
youths who might be entering apprenticeships.

Aside from the; Job VICI was. one of the few CETA
training prograts to involve union members. Union craftsmen were
originally sought as instructors to assure high quality of
training and to link the VICI program 'to the unions, which it
was hoped VICI graduates might ultimately gain membership. Al-

thoZillh the use of journeymen as instructors made the program more
expensive; it provided benefits that exceeded those originally
anticipated:

The involvement of union journeymen insured that
high quality work was done by VICI crews.

4 The involvement of union journeymen helped cement
relations between trade unions and VICI.

Uni on journeymen assumed an unanticipated role in
the placement process and had a significant affect
on the placement record in many sites. VICI jour-
neymen used the unions'-traditional_informal net-
works to help VICI youths find employment. The
involvement and recommendation of a journeyman
meant far more than the efforts of a CETA job de-
veloper in gaining a favorable response for VICI
enrollees, including_minorities and women. As one
Newark journeyman said of ohis relationship with
employers in the area: "They know- I've got to go
back to work in the 'trade, so I'm not going to
sick them with any deadheads."

Journeymen provided useful role ffiodelS for many
youths from families with no prior connection to
the labor force.

o. Journeymen introduted VICI youths to the "side
job," either as helpers on the instructors' side
jobs, or putting their newly acquired skills to
work on their own side jobs. This opened up a
promising source of continuing incpme, a source
likely to be Available whether enrollees were
placed in building trades jobs or elsewhere.

The involvement of union journeymen was also
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useful to several prime sponsors. The CETA system
has been viewed with suspicion' by many unions.,
which see some\fraining programs as athreat to
union job security. Conversely, CETAfofficials
have sometimes dismissed unions as supporters of
the status quo, committed to blocking CpTA workers
from entering the labor force. Six prime sponsors
reported that VICI was -a useful vehicle for dis-1,
cussions with union leaders and methberi, providing
a basis for a better relationship that could
result in future joint efforts.

The links to educati
vices proved difficult to establish and or mal tain. The link
sought betwegn VICI and the education system seldom proved
fruitful. The-school system had little to g in from assisting
VICI and, after a hard day's work, VICI enrol ees showed little -

disposition to attend GEp or adult education c asses.
rollees were often drop=.outs, and they seldom eturned to school
unless it was- required by the program. The ne', exception was
driver's education, which many youths took to acilitate travel.
to post- program sites.

The link with a r erral network for youth roved to be very
unreliable. No VICI 64ty had a single agency 'vailable'with a
demonstrated capacity to recruit and refer youth Many agencies
dealing with youth were service providers themselves and conse-
quently viewed the referral of substantial numberS of youth to
VICI as not in their interest. VICI program operators ultimately
establighed their own recruiting campaigns, making contacts -with
churches, mailing fliers, advertising in the news\ media and, in
one case, taking to -the street in a sound truck in order to re=
cruit Sufficient numbers to maintain a full census..

Links with agencies providing counseling and other support
services were established somewhat more easily, but here, too,
the agencies' self-interest worked against VICI. Most VICI pro-
grams found it easier to convince the prime sponsor to fund a
counselor/job coach position or to obtain a ,graduate-level
work-study counseling placement than to send -VICI- ',participants
off-site for appropriate job- readiness and personal counseling.

Summary

The links that underlay VICI permitted the program to do more
and to offer,more.while making it more difficult 'to keep the
program in good working order. The rliance on links sometimes
meant th'at important resources were not under the program's
control. Other links that were at, first reaarded as sound, such
as recruiting, proved to be loose and unresponsive. VICI pro-
grams had to learn. to do without them. In many sites,fhowever,
the union and work- providing links grew strong and served as

36
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valuable, perhaPs indispensable allieS in the transition to local

funding.

The "enhanced work experience" feature of the model meant

that youths were not merely provided with work experience, but

with Skills training with a strong production emphasis that
provided 'a "real work" environment; Crew sizes were small: the
supervisor/trainee ratio was ltS; considerably smaller than in

other programS (Where often ranges from 1:10-1:20) , in order

to increase the Skills acquisition of the trainees.

TRE-REPLICATIOW_PROCESS

The replication,prOcess has long-standing appeal as a means

of assuring quality service delivery over diverse and widespread

geographicareas.
strategy fbr Chang
variety of settingS
often concepts, ttr
attention to local
considering various

eplication is, intrinsically, a centralized
that seeks to, transplant a proven model to a
Skeptics of replication have noted that too

ctures and.methods have been copied without
conditions. -Vogel has observed that "in
program, models, it is important to recognize

that what works in one particular place should not be expected
. ipso facto to be transportable to other settings or to other

client populationi."2/ Mocal labor market conditions, politics

and program practices 'often combine to scuttle effeftive

replication.

In replicating VICI it was recognized.qdickly that local sup-

port and'.dooperation was a_critical ingredient for effective pro-

gram operation. One powerful way of enlisting_ local involvement

was the $1 million in_ discretionary money that successful sites

received to cover VICI expenses. However, VICI planners went
further by building. in a set of options that could be selected

locally. Important facets such as the exact nature and location

of work'projects, the designation of participating agencies,fand
certain embellishments of the model (e.g., incentive pay raIses

for youth) were local choices. Therefore, although essential
features of the model were not permitted to Vary, there was ample
latitude for officials to adjust the model to local conditions.

In assessing its feasibility, replication was not viewed as a

single event. It was seen as a multi-stage process with each

phase having 'its own set of barriers and benefits. Four phases

were evident during the vrci demonstration:
e

Planning, which included designing the organiza-
tional and operational specifics of local VICI
programs as well as securing commitments from
unions, work-providing agencies and the other

organizations called for in the VICI linkage

system.
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Implementation, which assessed how closely sites
adhered to the model during the demonstration per-
Lod and how the model fared in day-to-day opera-
tions.

s Transition, which covered a period of bridge fund-
ing in which five VICI sites received one-for-one
federal matching dollars. a's they attempted to
switch from 100 percent discretionary money to 100
percent local support.0

Institutionalization, which documented how- Well
VICI programs fared in enlisting locale financial
suppo in order to become an ongoingpart of the
loca les' employment and training programs.

Thefollowingsectiondealswithobstaclesfacedand 'lessons
learned during each phase.

Planning

Planning for the VI:grglidel was executed in a fairly short
period of time. Sites were screened Or a variety of factors and
in March 1978; DOL invitedH15 sites to submit proposals. Not
surprisingly, the: attraction of almos_t_ni000i0015 in discre-
tionary money per -site to operate the_eighteen7month project was
primary. All sites agreed to submit competitive proposals to
P/PV and all met a one-mpnth;Aeadline for doing sot' j

The replication_ process'was familar to many_ local_ program'
planners; They poilltdd to their expeFience with block grants
that rquired localities to design pfograms to meet national
guidelines and criterIiat well as local needs; Moreover, sev-
eral planners said thati, as middle -level bureaucrats; they were
accustomed to translating polio directives from senior man-
,agement into specific programs.

Although, as noted in the discussion of implementation, actu-
al execution of some of the essential VICI features was not
al,ways' easy. However, most local program planners found few
problems in comprehending and employing the concept of repli-
cation.

On the whole, sites were successful, in securing conuiitments
from unions, work providers and -local management agencies and
other required components of the extensive VICI linkige system:
These commitments were incorporated into comprehensive proposals.
Each proposal received an intensive review bar team of evaluators
and was rated on all critical dimensions. These proposals were
then tested at the sites, during which each link/ as scrutinized,
potential worksites were observed and proposed Management struc-
tures examined.
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This strenuous,process of _tield reviews proved useful, be-
cause weak links fell apart quickly tinder the scrutiny of an in-
termediary organization. Stron links, on the other hand, were
reinforted by this process, because it demonstrted to program
operators, unions and work providers the seriousness with which
those commitments were regarded.

^

Following the review and revision period, P/PV. recommended
and DOL approved eight of the 15 applicants. The demonstration
consisted of eight prime sponsors, representing mostly large
cities in the eastern half of the nation: Atlanta, Brolard County
(Fla.), Chicago, Milwaukee, Newark (N:3.), New Haven, Philadel-
phia, and the South Bronx area of New York. City.

.

From
.

the replication perspective, it was instructive_to
examine the prime sponsors that were unsuccessful in their bids.

Common obstacles might`_ point t conditions that'frustrated re-.
piication. A number of obstac 'es (And combinations of them) ap-
peared from this investigation Three 'prime sponsors were unable
to make reasonable, workable links with trade unions. One site
could not levbr funds for building materials and supplies from
appropriate local agencies. Finally, two were dropped from DOL's
list because\of fiscal controversy or managerial weakness in the

prime sponsor. No one obstacle emerged in call of the unfunded
sites, suggesting that no one essential feature of the VICI model

was unachievable,

The experience of the planning and application process offer-

ed several valuable lessons regarding replication in general and
the replication of VICI in particular:

.

Nearly all sites found the million dollars in dis-
cretionary funds a strong incentive. It repre-
sented a sizable increase in :local youth budgets.
(For example, Los Angeles' total YCCIP -budget
without VICI was about two million dollars.)

The degree of political support influenced the
speed and quality of the work. Successful sites
were supported by local political elites, while
unsuccessful ones were not.

Prime sponsors with solid relationships with local
public organizations and unions were able to

secure tie commitments required in VICI. However,
some sites used VICI as a catalyst to begin rela-
tionships, especially with trade unions.

Implementation

The transitiow-from planning to implementation was a major
shift, marked by the introduction of the program operators.
Promises made in the proposals were put to the test. Although
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the operators -it times resisted _elements of the proposals, and
although they 4ff6ountered assorted start -up prAIems, none argued
that the proposals or the model were inherently unworkable.

Four sites progressed in a smooth, uninter pted manner. The
other four had prODIems that stemmed fr m breakdowng in the
linkage system. For the most part, the.weak links were within
public sector organizations and did not involve the union bond.
In one of the four sitesi. almost everything went wrong; the re-
maining three sites experienced one or more of the following
'problems: misunderstandings between- prime sponsors and the
subcontractor that was to have run eft program; delays caused by
the inability of the.work=providing agency to produce.a steady
flow of work sues; the withdrawal and subsequent replacement of
a work-providing agency.;_a local management agency's bureaucratic
inefficiency; and slow delivery of community development monies
required for building materials.

The success of the four sites that proceeded with relative
ease into their operational phase seemed attributable to sound
managemefft and a dependable linkage network, rather than to simi-
larities.in program structure. In fact these four sites varied
in management flow-charts, nature of work and sophistication of
linkage networks. In two sites the prime sponsor doubled as the
localmanaging agency: in two others, the programs were run by
subcoqtractors.-0 In two sites, the program directors were jour.7
neymen; in two others they were women who were not members of
trade unions. One site worked with a single union; others dealt
with as many as five. Same sites did only one type of community
improvement (e.g., painting)p othersdid home repairs, 'gut rehab-
ilitation of abandoned housing or a combination of the two. In
shorE, no one strategy surfaced as essential (or optimal).

Several VICI program features proved difficult to implement.
The VICI desig6 limited the geographic areas from which 'youths
were to -be recruited and required work at sites to be located in
essentially the same_ areas. Youths and residents were -expected
to take special pride in improving their own neighborhood, and
.neighbors were ekpected to feel better about youths because of
the good'works in which they were engaged. This expectation was
not borne out, due primarily to the logistics of recruiting
youths and obtaining good work sites. The areas in which youths
worked bore no relationShip to their perceived "community."

Several lessons emerged from the operational phase:

The VICI model proved replicable in the eight
sites. The one feature of the model that seemed to
have little bearing on the success of the program
was the "target area" notion of having geographic
work areas coincide with youth recruitment areas.
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Links with. construction unions proved to be very
helpful to successful program 'operation:

The work-proViding ,links-proved valuable and far
outweighed logistical and other problems.

Othei functions of the linkage system proved

difficdlt 'to implement (e.g., educational and

counseling support, youth .recruitment) , and were
frequently assumedby program staff.

Talented program managers were crucial; the model
will not work without administrative'strength.

Transition

The demonstr'htion was destgned to fund, each program for J8

months, after which results would be.weighed. _AS the demonstra-
tion period reached completion, P/PV encouraged the bOL Office of
Youth PrOgramS (OYP) to add new VICI sites and extend most o the

existing ones. The veteran sites.would act as mentors to\zew
sites, so that eventually the VICI model might be institufional=

ized as a national network. 'After lengthy discussion, OYP judged

it more prudent to' delay further replication until the fina...
research findings were obtained and analyzed.

It was decided, however, that the VICI sites deemed most
successful by P/PV would receive continued support in'the form of

aone-for one dollar match. OYP would provide half "the funds

neededto continue for anadditioniI year beginning October 1,

1980;' with the remaining 50 percent to be raised from local
sources. ForMula .CETA funds could be used as part of the local

-match. P/PV recommended .that the following VICI programs be
considered for extension: Atlanta, BroWard Couniy, MilVaukee,

Newark and New Haven. Three of the original eight programt were

excluded dpe to poor placement'efforts, or other management

The OYP decision represente&-a major reduction in the finan-

cial incentive for replication. Instoad of,a million dollars of

new' money over an 18 'month periqd, sites were asked .to contribute

more thin $330,000 from `'local budgets. Inevitably,' this meant

shifting money from other programs to VICI. For two citieS,this
meant turning over' their. entire FY 1981 YCCIP-allocation. The

other prime sponsors-were alio favorably disposed.to VICI and

channeled ,ands frommarious CETA,titles, community development
block grants and other sources to provide their match. One could

argue that VICI received a strong vote oflmdmfidence id' the ex=

tension year .when sites agreed. to put up a half-share of operat=

'ing Costs debpite the fact that in several instances this requir-

ed dislodging existing gran ees. However, it Shopld be remember-

ed that the matching funds id prosiide- some financial incentive.

A month.after the exte ion year began, OYP officials began
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moving cautiously as -new adminiatration prepared to take of-
tfice. The OYP faile toy forward in a timely' fashion any of its
50 percent share of ICI fundingefter the extension year began.
Programs began to e erience financial difficulties. Having used
up all local mate ng funds, one site shut down when it became
convinced that federal dollars would not.be forthcoming. The
other four sites scaled down operations to 30 enrollees, the min=
imum size,considered feasible to run a VICI program.

Several valuable lessons were learned during extension:

VICI proved that it could remain in operation in
five sites despite a significantly weakened titian-
cial incentive. All five extension prime sponsors
raised the matching dolIars.(up to 8337,500) de-
spite the political risk involved in cutting fUnds
from other programs.

The VICI program model demonstrated that it could
maintain economies of scale with as.few as five
crews and still provide effective service. This
fact extends the applicability of VICI ,to small
cities and rural areas where the need for a full
cohort of ten work crews may not' be evident, but
where there is need for community improvement. In
addition, the Scaled=down-version may prfer a fis-
cally,viabIe option - during a time when resources
are scarce. I'-

Institutiana4zation.

The true test of a model's effective replication' is in its
capacity for insttutionalization. Five VICI programs were suc-
cessful in securing 100 petcetat local fundinig for fiscal year
1982. Thee included all extension. sites except Atlantai plus
the Chicagt7program. The fact that local support was forthcoming
after federal funding terminated and total CETA funds were re-
duced is testimony to the high value placed on VICI programS by
local officials;

The fact that budgets, of prime Sponsors declined radically
led to several, program adjustments, although the program model
remained intact. All sites scaled the number of participants
down to roughly 30 and formally abandoned the "target area"
feature. Predictably, levering dollars from other-sources took -

on additional import. In one city, the work-providing agency was
willing to underwrite the buIkpf supervisory. and administrative
costs, leaving- the prime sponsor to finance enrollee wages with
CETA Title II-B funds. In another city, the- community develop-
ment agncys' previous contribution of $75,000 was increased
five -fold for fiscal year l9$2.,

.Lessons learned during the institutionalization phase draw
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upon the cumulatiAe experience of the lemonstration:

Running the demonstration under the aegis of the
local prime sponsor led to a sense of ,proprietory
pride by local CETA officialS. In many cases, the
prime sponsor, and other institutions in the lin-
kage_system turned into a strong advocacy network.
As VICI matured, it was able to develop _a ,power
bage that proyed helpful in its local institution-
alization hen federal spending decreased.,

- The early_ commitments by linking agencies,_, which

may have derived Somewhat from self-interest, seem

to have given way to commitments to the VICI pro-
aram itself. For example, the,scaled-down version
could provide only five instead of ten jobs for
journeymen, an incentive.that does not _adequately
explain the support'that union officials gave in

pressing for VICI's continuation at some sites;

The work providers realized that VICI was cost-
effective, as evidenced by their spending :above

and beyond what was .needed for building materials.

4

In summary, it appears that replicating the VICI model is

feasible under certain conditions that include a substantial mon-

etary incentive. However, prospective sites should be Closely
monitored during the, selection process to insure that prime spon-

sor staff have planning experience and that local CETA admini-
strations are not at odds-with prospective linking agencies, e8=
pecially trade unions, 'During Ilm! planning stage the linkage

'commitments should be rigorously tested, as_should the admini-
strative capacity of the designated 3x!cal management agenCy; a

flaw in either of these components will jeopardize the program's

effectiveness. The- tinding period for the program_should run no
less than eighteen/ flonths to allow for development of a local
profile; then the decision on whether or not to continue it with
local dollars rests less on politics exigencies and more on the
worth of the program to the community.

'SUMMARY

A construction training prdbyrai that manifests an extensive_

inter-agency linkage - system can provide high-level skills train-
ing for disadvantaged youth. The stages of prograrit replidation
that-were analZzed as VICI progressed from a concept to a locally

institutionalized program indicate a qualified success. However,
idiosyncratic factors (e g., the presence of an intermediary and

a healthy up-front fiscal incentive) make it difficult to' draw

broad conclusions. This section gimitt43 itS .discussion to the

feasibility of 'replication. The desirability of replicating VICI

is a different natter andixtust include additional considerations
such as the program's cost-effectiveness and its post-program
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effects. on youth employability; issues which are addressed in
subsequent chapters.
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CHAPTER III: 'WORK VALUATION PROCESSES AND PRODUCTS

Policy analysts declare that:

16. overall efficiency of a public employment pro-
gram depends prdmarily on thevyklue of output
produced by the program and th extent to which
the program increases the postprogram earnings of
participants 1/

This chapter disc-asses-the value of'one of VICI's outputs:
the community improvements themselves and the method of calculat-
ing their worth. A major goal of the demonstration was to,dev-
elop a valuation method that could be'installed as standard oper-
ating procedure in a range of community improvement projects.
VICI was the field laboratory for designing and refining such a
methodology.

THE NEED FOR A METHODOLOGY

The notion of 'systematically determining the dollar value of
publicly sponsored work projects is a.recent one. Although some
interest in pork valuation was triggered by the' public work
projects of the 1930's and by, a few isolated efforts during the
1950's and 1960's, historic antecedents are scarce. Perhaps the
most significant effort in this area to date has been the exten-
sive research that Mathematica Policy Research; Inc. performed is
the late 1970's as part of the NationNation4 r Supported Work Demonstra-
tion project.

The potential utility of work valuation is considerable. For
a policy_maker,,accurate measures of the worth of outputs such as
community improvements are instructive in calculating an invest
ment's dividends. For researchers, the, value of output is a
critical ingredient in assessing_the overall efficiency of a pro-
gram. (This is exemplified in Chapter V, in which value-of-out-
put .statistics constitute an important component of the VICI
costnbenefit analysis.) ',For program planners and operators,
measuring the Value of outputs can aid in evaluation, in setting
production goals and in program management.

DEVELOPING THE METHODOLOGY

A basic question was how to measure the value of publicly-
produced goods: One approach would be to determine

for'
price

paythe property owner would have been willing to p for the prod-
uct. But this wad ruled out. for two reasons. First, the YCCIP
regulations stated that work was _to be performed that would not
have been undertaken in the.absence of the program. Second,
since many of the homeowners who-benefited from the VICI projects
were from low-income families, they simply could not have aff
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ded the work. A simple market standaid of worth could not be
applied.

Another possible approach would be to ask what value the
improvements made_by:VICI crews added to the market price of the
property. But this approach -is also flawed for_ several reasons.
For one,. gathering data- would_ require_years. Also, variations in
the housing market .froth city city' neighborhood .to_neigh7
borhooEL and month to month -- would make_it extremely. diffitUlt
to compare projects among VICI sites. 'Finally, in the daSeOf
public buildings,. on which some VICI crews worked, the caldula=
tion of market value is problematic;

The selected apprOath_ was -the alternative supplier price
mechanism, which equateS_the value of,output_with the price an
Alternative supplier would set for work products_equivalent to
those produced by VICI. In construction work, the alteenative
supplier was typically a private contracto

N
A textbook strategy fgr measuring the-alternative, Supplier

price would use published estimating guidebooks that provide unit
`costs for different.types of construction work. This was inade=
quate for VICI because it lacked specificity and could not adjust
for differences in the quality of finished products. DOL had
requested that the methrtdology be amenable for incorporation into
formula-funded CommunitY'\Improvement efforts, 2/ so a system was
developed that was straightforwagd, inexpensive and relatively
simple to implement. In addition to computing work value, the

system produces measuresNuseful in cost-accounting.and assessing
the productivity of individual work crews and entire programs.
Particular are was taken that the methodology not unduly burden
front=line service delivery staff.

The work valuation methodology requires the collection
three kinds of data: 3/.

Cost data, Which is collected on each job and in-
cludes administrative overhead and other program
costs.

st Program-estimates of the alternate supplier price
of work performed. These estimates are provided
by a member of-the program staff, trained in esti-
mating job costs.

\

Independent estimates of the alternate supplier
price for a random sample of jobs, which are
provided by third-party professional estimators.
They serve as a check for biases in the estimates
of'program staff. The resulting concordance'ratio
is used to calibrate the remaining program
estimates.

In addition to these measures, the _outside estimators are
3
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aSked to judgements' of the quality of workmanship Such
assessments are incorporated into the quantitative measure of
value produced (e.g.,_shoddy workmanship reduces the alternative
supplier price). The standard measure used is whether the work is
inferior, superioi or equal in quality to th which the- typical
private contractor would perform.

The process of obtaining outside estimate and computing _a
concordance ratio is critical to'work valuation and Should take
place .on a regular, perhaps quarterly basis for on-going
programs.

The VICI method varies Cram other systems_ that use the
alternative supplier price mechanism for meaSuring the dollar
value of output in its.intention to design a uniform management
information system applicable to the general range of construc-
tion-oriented community iMprovement programs. 4/ Other methods
are research=oriented and 'not immediately replicable in day=to=
day prog;Am operations. None entails a job-by-job cost=accoun=
ting system. Further, other results cannot be compared to those
calculated in VICI because procedures for determining costs and
value differ among methodologies. Readerg wishing a more de-
tailed description of the VICI melhodology, accounting procedures
and forms are referred to P/PV'S. Work Valuation Handbook., 5/

IMPLEMENTING_TRE-METHODOLOGY

_Few methodologidal_preblems'were encountered during imple=
mentationi but several logistical ones emerged. During the-first.
few monthS of iMplementation, extensive feedback was gathered
from_prograt staff. One result was revision of the form set and
development of a streamlined form for small Jobs. ThOUgh the
data dellection task was perceived as an added bdtden by service
delivery staff, the system ran smoothly.

The system was_not complicated -or expensive. The total year-
ly outlayu_for a single Site,exdluding planning costs, was about'
$8,000. The system called for a part -time data editor ($2i500)
16 days of an outside_ estimator's time split evenly. between time
spent on the job_and time spent preparing written estimates
($3,200), about $600 worth of computer services, 12 days' of data
analysis -and report writing ($1200) and: $500 worth Of.forms. Thit
equals'about one percent of a VICI program's annual _operating
budget of approximately $800i000; Additional but modest Start=up
expenses for staff training are inevitable.

Finally, the methodology is amenable to manual computation,
but once the number of jobs grows beyond 50, computerized analy-
sis is .suggested. Programming expenses are small, given the'
directness of the computations, the form set and the existence of
a tested program for checking and analyzing the dat .
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The methodology offers several outcome measures,

4 The total value:of the work projects;

such as:

The value created per program dollar of expend-

iture;

The proportion of total program dollars spent at

the work sites;

Thevalue created per dollar of work site expense.

The total value-of the work produced is thesum of estimated
pries that a private contractor would charge for all jobs done

by the Otogram, adjusted by the independent estimator's concor-

dance ratio. Put simply, Suppose a program estimates that it

produced an amount of work during a calendar quarter that a

private contractor would charge $10,000 to producer However, the

independent- estimator's - review shows 'that on average the value

was only eighty percent of the figure estimated by the program

(80% or the concordance Tatio). The totalsvalue would then

equal: $10,000 x .8 = $8000.

To compute the values- created per program dollar of_expendi-

tuke, total quarterly program expenditures are extracted from DOL

quarterly forms and those from other funding sources. Cdntinuing

the same exaMple, we set quarterly costs at $20,000. The value

per program donar expended would then be calculated by dividing

total value produced by the total program dollars expended to

produce it.
.

Valde produced per Total ad'usted value $ 8,000 =40)g

program dollar = Total program dollars expended = $20,000

For every dollar of public funds expended; this hypothetical

project returns 40¢ in the form of community improvements.
.

To determine what .prc2pnrti/nfrindin ip.2sal-ied__at
the job-site, the job-by=job cost accounting system supplies the

total dollars spent'at the job sites during the calendar gliarter

This sum is divided by the total program dollars expended during

the calendar quarter, to arrive at the proportion of program

dollarg expended at the work sites. ,To continue the exampler

assume that the job-by-job acbounting'system reports that $12,000

was spent at the job sites during the quarter. ,Dividing this sum

by $20;000, the total program exPenditures 'for the period gives a

proportion of .60. In other words 600 of each program dollar is

used directly for job=Site activities: This- "Direct Job Cost

Ratio" is a useful gauge of a program's ability to hold down

overhead and administrative costs and to maintain a production

emphasis. -It can also be combined with measures discussed

48
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earlier to provide a more direct indicator of productivity at the
job_ site, namely the value created for_eacifwork site
costs._ Dividing the adjusted total value by the work site
expenditures required to produce it gives this statistic. Using
the example, dividing $8000 of total value by $12,000 of work
site expenditures obtains a ratio of .66.L This_ means tha't the
average dollar spent at the work site produces 66.worth of com-
munity improvements.

Other useful measures can be generated by the work valuation
system, such as the value added by youth labor and the ratio of
start-upand overhead costs to direct job costs. These are diS=.
cussed in an earlier P/PV report to the Department of Labor. 6/

FINDINGS FROM THE DEMONSTRATION

The result reported here come _from implementation of the
methodOlogy described above. They docUment the value of output
of the VICI demonstration and each of its sites, and illustrate
the use of the methodology-

Value-of VICI'S Output

Table III-1 shows the concordance ratio derived by comparing
program estimates with outside professional estimates .in the
audited work projects. It also shows the size of the sample of
audited jos, which is expressed as a percentage of the total
expenditurof each program (i.e., if a program spent $500,000
and jabs costing_$200,000 were audited, the sample size is forty_'
percent. V

The Table illustrates the utili of the concordance proce-
dure.. In two sites, program estimatE and outside estimates were
essentially identical; five sites ha_ variations between 10 and
40 percent; one program 'dramatically overestimated' its work .

value, yielding a very low concordance ratio.' It is notewOrthr
that in two cases, programs underestimated value output. Estima-
tion is an art,.not.a science, so the-results it produces are
just that: estimates. However, use of the odtside estimator to
provide .a uniform and disinterested standard for estimation is of
obvious' importance, given the considerable variatiol among pro-
gram estimates.

Multiplying the concordance ratios shown in Table III-1 by
the total value estimates produced by.the programs yields a basic
measure of total value output. It is important that this be com-
puted on a program -by- program basis because a uniform statistic
such as, the weighted mean would not only ignore extensive vari=
ation in value from one site to another but would preclude using
the statistic as a management tool. A second measure, value
produced per dollar of total program expenditure, is .derived
easily by dividing total value by total _program expenditures.
These two measures are displayed in Table 111=2.
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si-te

Atlanta

Broward

Chicago

Milwaukee

Newark

New Haven

Philadelphia.

South Bronx

Weighted Mean

;4 .3

Table JII-I

Work Value Concordance by Site

Proportion of Total Program
Expenditures Assignable to
Independently Estimated Jobs

.20

;10.

.35

3

.12

.05

.07

.33

.11

oncordance

.667

.624

. 996

. 879

1.286

1.148

.966

.254

1. Proportion of-expenditures is a better measure than'the n er

of jobs audited, since jobs within sites and between sites ranged
dramatically in Apale from rehaning doors to gut rehabbing a multi==

family dwelling. The actual number of jobs with usable audit data

was 81, distributed in varying numbers_ across the sites from 2 jobs

in Chicago to 28 in Milwaukee. Tie original number at jobs audited

was 106; however, not-all data were usable because of errors in reporti=

2. Independent. estimate divided by program estimate for the same

jobs.

3. Mean weighted by dollai expenditure per site. -J .

_

4. Weighted mean = "independent tatimator'S total value" divided
by "site,estimatoris total valu'l,."

. ,
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Table 111-2

Work Value Results by Site

Site

Atlanta_

A B Work Value
Produced±per

Dollar of Program
Expenditure

Total Program,
Expenditures

Total
Work Valui
Produced

(6/30/80)1 $1,109,608, $230,755. .21

Broward
(6/30/80) $987,364 $844,083 .85

*% ..-

Chicago
(10/1/80) $1,417,226 $490,927 .35

Milwaukee
(3/31/80) $1,002,613 $544,3034 .54

Newaik
(3/31/80) $945,701 $758,500 .80

New Haven
(6/30/80) $1,134,6817 $386,285 .34

Philadelphia
(6/30/80) ,440,552 $440,475

South Bronx
(6/30/80) $987,186 $49,5274 .054

$8,037.,751 $3,744,855.

Dates in parentheses reflect end of period of work
valuation data collection.

2
Includes participant costs, staff costs, administration,

overhead, materials and supplies and all other construction costs.

3
Adjusted sum of program estimates of private contractor

prices for doing the same jobs.' 4
%

4
These numbers are so low that one wonders whether the general

management problems in the South Bronx hampered the reporting of
requisite data for work value calculations.

This weighted mean was calculated by dividing the sum of
Column B by the sum of Column A.
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As the table shows, the VICI demonstration produced .$37 mil-

lion worth of community improvpments, or, using the value/expen-

diture ratio, provided $.47 of work value for every $1 of program

costs. Among sites, the expenditure/Value ratio varied substan-

tially, with Broward County returning the highest value for a

dollar ($.85) and South Bronx the lowest ($.05).

The interpretation of these ratios is not. straightforward:

a higher ratio is better than if lower ratio only if all eIAe --

such as the training value of the program' --,is equal.' But there

are trade=offd between training goalS and production .goals that

must be taken into account in deciding whether a given ratio or

value is "good." Nevertheless, we would argue that any program

returning leSS than $.30 on the dollar (using thiginethodology)
evidences productivity problems.

Qyantltative Measures of Program Efficiency

The work valuation methbdology led to some unforeseen bene-
fits for local management. As the __System jelled some project

directorS began t use selected data fram the work valuation form

set to graph job timelines and crew. ASSignments. The method
could alSo generate statistics to aid OAT in assessing prograi

performance, for example, the proportion of program dollars spent,

at the job sites, and the value created pei dollar of job site

expenditure.

U ing Atlanta and New Haven data fbr purposes

tion, hese statistics Are listed inOrable 111-3:

Table 111-3

Selected StatIstics_for Program

Proportion Program

Site $ Sent at -Job Site
Atlanta .62

New Haven $ .42

of illustra=

Value Per $ of Job
Site Ex.enditure

4 3S
.80

Atlanta allocated substantially more funds to job site' func-

tionsr 20O per dollar more than New Haven. However, those monies

used directly at the work site produced legs than half the value

in Atlanta than in New Haven (35je vs 800).

These findings led P/PV to examine each program more closely.,

New Haven was found to be using substantial fundt for counseling

and other ancillary services. While such services are important,

their magnitade in. a work- intensive community improvement program

Should be held to levels less than that in Nev Haven. In terms

of job site productivity, Atlauta comparatively low return (35¢

per dollar) could have been due to the selection of work sires.

Small tasks requiring several specialized trades could have re=



.dpced Atlanta's velue.of output.
ders might be considered.

As these illustrations show, be work valuation methodology
constitutes a potentially valuabl tool- for day-to-day program
monitoring. Few other techniques,c n yield ,useful numbers in such
a timely fashion.

Quality of Work Produced

Implicit in the legisative mandate foi "tangible and last-
ing" community improvelints is the issue of quality. Neither the
municipality, the_ homeowner nor the program participants will
benefit fully if poor quality work is done. The independent
estimators' reports address the question directly: "How good are
the community improvements?" As part of the outside estimation
process, each estimator, using "the average work of a profeaSion-
al contractor" as a rating standard, was required to judge the
work on four scales: 8/

appearance of the final peO4uct,

o preparation of work surfaces and clean u

quality of materials used,

quality of workmanship.

Table 111=4 presents the ratings of 73 jobs for each of the
four criteria. VICI products equalled or exceeded the work of a
typical contractor in over 90 percent of the cases. In 31 per=
centof the ratings, the VICI work products were judged above the
average work of a private construction firm.

On specific fagtors ratings, preparat'oniclein-up as well as
quality otworkmanship were both below verage or worse than
typical contractors in 14 percent (n=10) f the 73 jobs. How-
ever, these same two factors were aboveave age 1:1052 and 26 per-
cent of the cases respectively. Quality f materials tended to
be on a par with general contractors, wi VICI hold'ing a slight
edge.. .The finished appearance of VICI work products was poSi=
tive, Surpassing the average standard 39 percent of the time.

Although the evidence is vulnerable to the usual biases of
subjective rating scales, it attests to a high quality of work
produced by youths under journeyman supervisors.

Interpreting-the-Work Value Data

-39-

A different choice of work or-,

As noted above, it is not an easy matter to determine what
constitutes a "good" work value ratio, if one is trying to make
an overall asessment of prograd effectiveness. As other re=
searchers have established, 2/ employment and training programs
whose products require little skill on the part of participants



Table 111-4

:Independent Estimators Ratings of

JOb Quality Based on 73 Jobs*

Judgement ,

(Based. on Average

)Z

Work of a ProfeSgonal Contractor)

Far Below

Average

Below

Average Aver*

Above

Average

Far Above

AVitap

Total Count

bti Rativ

kpoarnace of the

Final Product 4% - 7% 51% 36% 2;7% 100%.

,..._

Pr4atatiA of

Work Surfnces

;,:nd Cleanup

5;6%- '' 8;5% 33;8% 50;7% 1;4% 100%;

,

Qiiri lib], Of -__

MateithlS Used 0% 0% 91;7% 6 ;9% 1.4% 100%

Qt1:1) i 17 of

.:i1Cktillorthip

Of Job

1;4%

,

12.3%

,

60.3%' 26.0% 0% 00%

___.

Total 2.8% ,- 6.9%

0

59.2% 29.8% 1.4% 100;0%

................

54

Thig is a subset of the 106 jobs which were audited for'work value, a subset for whom data

were usable.
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Will typically eturn a higher proportion of expenditures to
value' of output. 'for example, a leafraking project hag a
reasonable chance f returning a dollar of value for every dollar
of, expenditure; si eparticipantS will come to thejob posses-
sing virtually All the skills they need to be maximally produc-
tive. On the other hand, program requiring a high degree of
skill, as is the case with construction projects using skilled
crafts such asImasOnry, carpentry or electrical work, will en-
counter training expenditures that generate little or no valuable
product while participants acquire a skill. This trade-off is
inevitable in programs that have as their goal not anly_pro=
duction of community improvements but also the improvement of the
future earnings of participants.

VICI was such a program and there is some correlation between
sites with a high work value-ratio and sites Whoge work projects
involved repetitive assignments and relatively fewer skills. in
Newark, for inst7ace, painting public facilities was the primary
type of community improvement. Youths acired enough painting
skill to be "productive fairly quickly, a the high ratio of
value to expenditure reflects this fact. By contrast, in Chi-
cago, Philadelphia and New Haven, complex gut rehabilitation work
was major element of the program. Youths took longer to learn
the complex,skilIs involved and work value ratios were therefore
lower.

HoW then, should these work value statistics be 'interpreted?
The answer depends upon the Kind of assessment sought.

First, the question of whether the trade-off between training
costs and value-creating costs is acceptable is best:answered
through cost-benefit analysis; Since participant earnings gains.
and the value of community improvements are both used in comput=
ing the benefits of the program (see Chapter V), obtaining ac=
ceptable benefit -cost ratios is the most reasonable way to deter=
mine whether the trade-off has been _reasonable. (The common sense
assumption here, is that programs that lack a healthy_emphasis on
production will not produce training that generates future labor
market benefits for participants.)

- A supplementary approach to cost-benefit analysis is to com-
pare work value results of programs that offer similar kinds of
work. It is almost impossible to compare work and training; value
precisely, but a.reasonable estimate of comparability can be
made. It is then possible to say which program has a better work
value ratio. It snould be noted that these normative compariSonS
are possible only when there are a large number of cases_ on which
to form judgements -- a condition not satisfied by ameight-site
demonstration.

The results pres-.ited above indicate that not all low work
value ratios are -a Alit of the training/productivity tradeoff.
Some can result from excessive overhead costs or loose management
practices. Similarly, when different work crews within a program
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yield different ratios of work malue to job site costs while

doing similar work; management assegSments of crew performance

are possible. In other words, before assuming that a low work

value ratio in a high skill training project is a result of the

trade=off4 ,one should ret- examine the data to determine whether

management problems contribute to the result:

Finally, work value methodology does not permit'comparisons

of VICI value of output with those measured by different systems.

Even when alternative supply prices are used, differences in

accounting procedures mitigate against such comparisons.

SUMMARY

This chapter described a system for assessing the value of

work produced by VICI. Following DOD guidelines, the methodology

was kept simple and practical so that it could be replicated in

other community improvement programs. Although it entails "fil-

ling out more forms", at the site, the system seems workable and

capable of -generating information useful to policy makers, plan-

nere and researchers. An unpredicted benefit is the methodol-
ogy's-potential in the area of program management, as an aid in

assessing productivity and in locating problems.

Developing the work valuation methodology in an applied set-

ting resulted in a number of VICI-specific findings. According

to independent estimator ratings, the community improvements gen-

erated by VICI crews_ equaled or exceeded the quality of work

performed by a typical professional contractor in 90_percent of

the cases. Further, the VICI demonstration returned 470 worth of

output for every public dollar invested; $3,744,855 worth of tan-

gible community iffiprovements resulted from the demonstration over

the 18 -month measurement period.

NOTES

I/Xemper, P. and Moss, P. "Economic Efficiency of Public
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CHAPTER IV- THE IMPACT OF VICI ON PARTICIPANTS

This chapter addresses a major question posed in the Depart=
ment of Labor's Knowledge Development. Plan. "What is the impact
of VICI on the labor market outcomes of youth?" To addrett this
question, the post-program labor market experiences of VICI par-
ticipants are compared to those of youths who went through a HUD
demonstration and Selected YC1A? programs, and to those of a com-
paritongroup. Comparisons Ale also made with the termination
data of dther programs. The chapter begins with a discussion of
the research design used to answer the, question of program it=
pact. Pkesentation of the findings follows, beginning with a
glance at participant characteristicsand outcomes at termina=
tion. This is followed by a summary of the-follow-up analyses.

Since the remainder of this chapter dealt with the research
design and technical issues, we briefly summarize here the major
results of the analyses to be presented. From ._comparisons to a
control group, where individual differences are held constant, we
found that, after eight months:

VICI youth are much more likely to be -employed
than control youth;

VICI.youth are more likely to be in union appren-
ticeships or on waiting lists;

VICI has an average impact of $321 (1980 dollars)
on' youth's quarterly earnings; yet for some
individuals the effect can be as large as $1050.

In comparing VICI to selected HUD and YCCIP programs, no pro=
gram model surfaced as clearly superior; some differences favored
VICI while others favored the other programs.

SELECTION OF PROGRAMS FOR COMPARISON

To answer the question of 1.rogram impact it was decided that
termination data and follow-up information would be obtained on
youths who participated in comparable programs and that follow=up
information would be acquired on a control group of youths. The
pool of 'Programs for posdible comparison in the eight VICI cities
included: the categorically-funded YETP and YCCIP programs and
the HUD demonstration (a discretionary YCCIP-funded demonstration
operating in ten cities) . o YETP and YCCIP had programs in all
VICI cities, while the HUD demonstration operated four of its ten
programs in VICI sites. Table IV-1 describes the essential
features of,these programs..

YETP wag eliminated immediately as a possible comparison
because it often had'divergent goals and participant profiles.
For example, in the eight VICI sites, 86 percent of YETP youths
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Program Characteristic

1. Funding Patterns

and Scope

r

2, Program Goals and

Objectives

Table IV-i

Profiles of Potential Comparison Programs

V1CI lccIp

Dlscietionary DOL amyl

ROgramt run by either

prime sponsor or_colmu.

nity.based. organisation:

one program per city,

generally, very large

icali_grante

) $660;000 per year)!

projects expected to

generate additional

fade fion other sources.

Major goal of projects is

unsubsidised employient,

preferebly_in construction-

related johli_promote__

.skill development) major

tangible community

ieprovementsi_very

homogeneous set of

goals,

Formula- funded DOL

allocated through prime

sponsor; projects usually

run through (community-

based organisations; number
.

of _projects range from very

small fe.g., 1j- to very .

_large (e.g., 42) injech ;'

city; grant sizes vary ___

(e.g., from abbUt $100;000

to_$50k000)4 generallyi

moderate scale; scale of

projects similar :within bat

not between cities; some

leverage of funds from

other sources.

Provide needy youth with

well-supervised Mork that

provides :tangible benefits

to the community; foster

development of_ specific job

skills: emphasis on place-

ment into unsubsidized_ jobs;

there is some heterogeneity .

in project goals with regard

to focus on employment.

.m.s.111=MMIIIIMmf

Foilula-fundei Dot money,

allocated through prime fp0A.

ear, projects *Ways run,

through community-based

organizations, including

school districts; 22% of .

fUndi eat** for iS4ehool

Yowthkgentrellyi verliarge

number of projects within

city, large variation in

scale of projects_fe.p;

from. under $10,000 to over

$500,000);_ecaleof projects

varies within and between

cities;_ projects do not gen-

erelly receive large amount of

external funda:

Mince job'ptospecte end k

career opportunities of

young'personsi.paniculady

economically disidvsnOgid,

to ennbld them to secure_

unsubsidised employment in

public and private sectora;

deal with structural unemploy-

iint_problems of youth;,en-

hake employability skills;

get youths to remain in or

return to school; very _

heterogeneous mix of project

goals.

Dieerettomery DOt iOnty;

int...6744tlittt it

HUD; money allowed Mealy

to COmmunity;biaid argent:a-

lien; no involvement of

prise spOtiOri gentrillp
1_

very large_lecle rants

(iit,i $500,000.per yeer);

one project per city; progress

expected to leverage funds

from other toutteg..

Provide youth with meaningful

work experience that results

in tangible community

impraiiients;_development

of specific job skills,

emphasising thittiieti*

related skills; heavy

&phials On pldernettpi

unsubsidized jobs; some_

heterogeneity of goals_ for

projects with in-school youths

F
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Table IV-1 (continued) .

Profiles of Potential Comparison Programs

Program Claracteristic VICI Tall' YETP

3; Participants 16 - 19 years old-, ones. 16 - 19 year3iold;_onemployed; 1641 years old, unemployed; 16 - 19 mu oldi_unemployedi

Plossd.._out or school, _

scononleally disadvantaged]

large meet of 16 - 19 pier

in or out of school, economi,

rally dissdvontiged; low

undereviloyed, in or out of ,

school, preference to

in or out of school tconomi-

ally_dividantsged; projects

4. Types of ACtiV-

olds) some IpecilImpontg,

e.-g;; offenders, feselts,

all proJicte hes slots ,

far 60 youths,

Provide high.degree of skill

ofnumber of females; projects

usually have small number of

slots, e.g., 6 to 40;

tyPically,

Provide participant with

economicdlly disadvan-

taged; relatively large

number of special segments

served; majority of Partici-

pants female; number of

slots varies Widely, e.g.,

from 10 to more than 500,

Provide work experience in

usually have large number of

slots, e.g., 5o to over 200;

number of slots vides

seasonally.

Proiide constructive work in

ities and Services training !Tall construction constActive_work in terms areas such_as general terms of community and

trades; work experience in

community improvement

of individual and communip

benefits; work in areas such

community betterment,

education, health care, food

individual benefits: public

'mks, home repair and

.

!rojects such as public

works, major and minor

DS rebabilitstion, neighbor-

hood Improvement, weighed-

service, transportation,

crime control, etc., in

rehabilitation, yeathetira-

tion, repair of comity

home repair and rehabili-

cation, gut rehabilita-

nation; basic Imme repair,

energy eonservation, etc.;

public sector; in- school

program outreach, assess-

facilities;,training,in

mit construction trades;

Lion, painting, weatherize- some trainingin various eon- menti counseling, trend! some support tervices. .

,

tion; snme support'serviCea;

linkage system with several

public agencies:

struction trades; some sup-,

port services; many individuAl

projects deviate fro intended

services and activities,

tins to work; career eller-

ation and development, euploy

meet servicesi_GED train-

ing, basic skills training,

job_Ramplingi specific

.

Skill titian; job restruc-

turing; job developing, sex

equity; etc;; usually a com-

bination of abOve services.

5. Intensity and Very high intensity of skill Intensity varier) greatly ; Generally, low intensity of Generally; high level of_

Puration of Skill training through union . generally moderate level of ikill_training And duration intensity 16d duration of

Treining instructors; most partici- intensity, though'0Any pro- (can be long ters, but goner- training; except for in-school

pants remain_in program for jects are very low and a few ally on part-time basis); A participants.

extended period Of time high; in general; somewhat large number of participants

(i.e., more than 6 months), low duration (i.e., 4 to 6

months);

receive only a very email

amount of services.
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were high school students,-while almost none of the VICI partici-
,

pants were in school.

The HUD and YCCIP programs more closely resembled VICI, but
some differences remained. Program scale varied immensely with
YCCIP_programs often serving ten or fewer youth. VICI and HUD
were large=tcale, single efforts within each city,,although HUD
projects at times enrolled more than twice VICI's standing cohort
,of 60 participantS. Supervisory ratios varied by program, with
VICI being the lowest at 1:6. The nature of the work was not
strictly comparable. VICI was totally construction-oriented. HUD

was similar for the most part, but included less skilled activi-
ties, especially landscaping. Many of the YCCIP programs fea-
tured no skill training (neighborhood clean up and basic land-
scaping were frequent activities) and did not stress job place-
ment in the construction trades as a program goal. Nationwide,
YCCIP projects were less compleX than VICI and "were organized to
do the type of work which youth could already perform or could
master with very little effort." 1/ HUD and VICI youths tended
to remain in their respective programs several months longer
than their YCCIP counterparts. Finally, considerably more YCCIP
and HUD youths were in school. 2/

In order to identify the HUD and YCCIP programs that were
more similar to the VICI effort, the following selection criteria
were established:

o recruitment of out-of-school youth,

focus on community improvement and skill training,

work in the construction trades,

o job placement in the construction trades as a
desired program outcome,

adequacy d availability of data,

o in the case of YCCIP, at least 60 enrollees per
city.

After visiting the HUD programs and reviewing prime sponsor
planning summariet"of all YCCIP programs in VICI cities, P/PV
chose a total of 15 programs in five aities (11 YCCIP and four'

HUD programs) for comparison-with the VICI programs in the same

cities. 1/ Table IV-2 listS these programs. (Appendii III
briefly describes each of these programs.) It should be noted
that although all possible HUD programs were included, many YCCIP

programs were excluded from our comparison because they did not
offer skills training in the construction trades. Despite at-

tempts to choose comparable programs, some differencesremained:
YCCIP -and HUD programs included substantial proportions of in-
school youths and VICI did not; YCCIP programs, despite our se-
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Table IV-2

Programs Selected for Comparison in Five Cities

City VICI Program HUD Program
Formula-funded
YCCIP Program

Atlanta

Chicago

Newark

New York

Atlanta Urban
League

18th "Street
Development
Corporation

Mayor's Office
of EmpIoym
and Traininia

Operation Open
'City

Philadelphia Franklin
Foundation

Exodus; Inc;

The Woodlawn
Organization

North Ward
Ea ational
an Cultural
Center

People Devel-
opment Corp-
oration

Kenwood-Oakland
Community
Organization
Puerto Rican
Congress
South Austin
Realty AssOci-
ation
Voice of the
People

Banana Kelly
Community
Improvement
Association
Opportunities
Industriali-
zation Center
of New York
Prospect Heights
Neighborhood
Corporation
University.
Settlement
Society of
New York

ComMUnity
Action _Program/
Youth for Change
Mantua Youth
Painting
Program
Simmons Youth
Development
"Guide
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lectian process, differed in the types of community improvements
done.

In designing the control group, strict random assignment into
VICI and the control group was desirable in order to minimize the
effects oQ self selection on the treatment group. But strict
random assignment was not used because of objections from DOL.
Also, the pressing need to get VICI operating with a full cohort
of 60 youths precluded delaying intake until a sufficient pool
was amassed from whibkrandom selection could take place; Build-
ing up -such t pool would have pushed back-the demonstration
timetable too far, especially in light of the early recruiting
problems that many sites encountered. Therefore, the design
called for a program to-enroll' its first 60 youths and to screen
another 20 or so "waiting list youths:." to fillearly vacancies.

Having accomplished these steps, each VICI program was _told
to continue intensive intake for several months, using the iden-

- tical screening and selection criteria, until approximately 200
more youths were enlisted and assigned by lottery to "macro=
waiting littS." It Was predictable that the first 60 of these
youths would get a chance to enterVICI before the demonstration
had run its 18 -month course, because a youth's tenure was limited

to 12 months. It was equally,pediotable that those youths occu-
pying the tail end of 101.41x0hitinn list would not have a chance
for VICI. For youths "in the,miadle," approximations were made
as to whether and when a VICI_slot might become available. P/PV
staff in Philadelphia assigned a lottery number and youths were
informed of their likelihood of filling a VICI position. ThiS
was done in order to keep false hopes to a minimum. For a youth
who had little or no chance of entering VICI, or who chose not to
wait, full effort was made by local staff to place the youth in

an alternative CETA program.

"No treatment" control groups were avoided. -Since the con-
trol group was optional and not mandated, P/PV negotiated this

with each site. Although all sites agreed to attempt assembling
a control group, only four cities were successful_ (Atlanta, Mil-
waukee, Newark and Philadelphia). Some argued' that persons on
waiting lists produced inadequate control or comparison groups
because less motivated youths will hear about the program latt.
While these. "self selection" arguments may have some validity
(although untested), obtaining a group of youths who were as-
signed by lottery to the waiting list and the program served to
diminiSh potential motivational differences.

As a result, the research design entailed four study groups
(construction-oriented YCCIPs, HUD demonstration programs, VICI
participants and controls) spread somewhat unevenly across the
eight sites.

PA RT ICIMATCliARACTERISTI CS

As can be seen from Table IV-34 VICI successfuily,met its
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Table IV -3

Aggregated Summary of Participant
Background Characteristics

FY 1979-80 Combined

VICI

Total Number of Participants 1423

Sex
Male
Female

Age
15

.16
17
18
19
20

I

Ethnic Group
White
Black
Hispanic
Other

82%
18%

1$
8%

23%
35%

1%

YCCIP 1

27(55 1365

74% .80%
26% 20%

2
NA , 26%°

2g$
25%
21%-
2% 4

/

5% 6% 22%
79% 77% 65%
15% 16% 13%
1% 41% (41%

Educational Status
H.S. Student 2% 21%
H.S. Dropout 74% 66%
H.S. Graduate 23% 13%
POtt H.S. . 1% 1%

Economically Disadvantaged 99% 97%3 NA

Public Assistance 40% 44%
3

Offender 8% 7%
3

13%

1. Information is from all YCCIP programs in VI6I,cities
rather than those selected for'comparison.

2-, :Not available.

3. Philadelphia excluded froffi these totals.

4. Age 20 and over:fOr HUD.-
7.
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mandate of serving economically disadvantaged, minority youth
VICI participants were out-of-school, predominantly male (82
percent), economiclly_disadvaqtaged (99 percent), minority (95
percent),. and educationally_disadyantaged (only 24 percent had a
high school diploma) . Reading ability scores were obtained for
the VICI sample as well as contYols for use in the multivariate

t

analySiS. While the majority of those served werel8 or older,'a
Signific t proportion (32 percent) was under 18. This was prob-,
lematic ecause t4-ose completing the programbefore age 18 en-
counter& formal and nformal 1:.:arriers to entry into the con-
struction trades because oftheir age (e.g.,state regulations
against, the use: of power tools and minimum apprenticeShip age
requirements)

, .

The rest
.

of Table 1V-3 indicates how the VICI population
differed from. those served in HUD and YCCIP programs. While the
characteristics of participants are comparable on most dimen-
sions, YCCI_P'served a much higher proportion of in-school youth.
(Thisisalsothecaslo with.HUD, though reliable data are not
available.)

Additional information on the VICI participants included in

Table IV -4 describes 'their previous experience with job training
programs and 'employment; 'Nineteen =.percent of the participants
had previous job training experiences; seven percent of the
participants had construction-related job training. Of the'
youths who had parti Rated in previous job -training programs,
few had positively terminated from these programs. Twenty-four
oercent of VICI participants had no past employment; 41 percent
-::ad once held an unsubsidized job, and nine percent had been
employed in a construction-related job.

TERKLNATIONNTA

Most employment and training programs use termination data as

performance criteria for their programs because_ they_cannot
follow up on their participants; despite the well-knOwn limita=
tiOnS of termination data (in particularithe fact that it :does
notMeaSiire_the long-run effect of a_Trogram)i it is presented
here not only to show what_happened 'to youths at termination but
a]so for comparisor with othr programs;

A few 7:1179;-:.kis must tIrst :'e- made. First, termination infor-
mation on cntrola was nF:,t .vailable_since they did not necessa-
rily enroll in a program., Second, these data weto_obtathed from
local CETA data bases <<r P/PV's management informationn-system in
the case of VICI)" and ace plagued by some ambiguities in the
definition_of termjnatfor: Tbitdi alt YCCIP progratS in _the VICI
cities,, rathFc thin those _programs selected for the follow-up

were use in the comparison because CETA management
infermation system d.ita could__not be disaggregated% Last, since
these rely (at lzast for the HUD_and YCCIP programs).on aggregate
thita, it is possrble to present_ only .descriptive statistics;
multivariate analyses predicting terminations were precluded::
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Table IV-4

Employment and Training Profile of VICI Participants
October 1978 through September 19801

Previous_Job Training Experience

Number of
Participants Percentages

1160
/8
198

811
51
14f

No prior experience
Secondary school program
Non-secondary school program
Both secondary and non-secondary 0%

Previous Job Training Program

Construction-releted 98 7%

Unrelated to construction 178 12%
No previous job training 1160 81%

)

Previous Job Training Program Outcome .44...

Positive termination 33 2%

Non- positive termination 197 14% NO-
Other, administrative 47 3%

No previous job training 1160 81%

Previous Job

Subsidized job 416 29%

Unsubsidized job 583 41%

Unknown (It 6%

No previous job 352 24%

Type_of_Erevious Job

Construction-related 133 _9%
Unrelated 796
Unknown 156 11%

No previous job 352 241

1. Data source: Public/Private Ventures Management
Information System;

69
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Table I-V-5 provides termination data from-VICI-, HUD and
/YCCIP. HUD programs had much higher positive termination rates
(that is termination into a job, school or other employment and
training programs) than either VICI or YCCIP. This is due in
part to the fact that large numbers of HUD participants werein
School, enrolled in HUD for the summer and returned to school in

the autumn. VICI, on the other hand, surpassed all other pro -
grams in placing youths into jobs, at rates almost doyble those
of the other two efforts.__ VICI had more negative terminations
than the HUD program and a.litit the same number as YCCIP. This is
probably due to the fact that many youths in the other programs
positively terminated by returning to school, an unlikely occur-
renee in VICI since it served no in-school youth

Table IV-5, Part B, shows that, of those VICI youths who
obtained job placements at termination, 66 percent were in the
const':u-:tion'l:ield; about half of those were utiion apprentice-
Ships. Uf all VICI termination: 22' percent were into cov3truc-
tion=re'kated jobs, about half z5f them union apprenticeships:
MoSt V1CT apprenticeship placements involved the ,carpenters' and

painter unions, since the bulk of VICI work involved one or
both of these craft areas. V)f the 80 crews operating in VICI
nationwide at any one ti, 44 were led b carpenters and 24 by
painters. The remaining 12 were led by roofers, plumbers, elec-
tricians, brick masons and plasterers).

In summary, VICI did worse than HUD and about as well as
YCCIP in the positive termination rate; however, 'VICI was much
more Succe2Sful than the other programs in placing youth into
jobs.

THE IMPACT OF VICI ON POST-PROGRAM_EXPUYOUM_ANDLEARNINGS

This analysis, dealt with the impact of VICI on the employ -
ability of the participants, the likelihood of employment, type
of jobs held, and earnings some months after program participa-
tion.

All analyses of the follow-up data were done by Econsultr
Inc. ThiS Section is a summary of thefr work: "An Analysis of
the EffectS of VICI, HUD and YCCIP Programs on Participant Out-
comeW prepared for Public/Private Ventures by David 14; Craw-
ford0..with the assistance of Jeffrey M. Perloffr Douglas H.
Blair, Jon R. Bumbaugh, and William L. Wascher. All fo low -up
interviews were conducted by Retearch_ for Better 84-.!hools Inc.

For a detailed description of thefanalytical methods th -reader
is referred to the Econsult report.

Methodological Issues

The analyses here are based on data from foIlow-p interviews
with youths in al ,1

u
StUdy groups. Interview schedul0s were fixed

by DOL to occu-rt three points: one, three and eight months
after termination from the program. InterViews for Control



Table IV-5 .

Part A
Aggregated Summary3Tfa-rticiRant Outcomes

FY79-FY80 Combinedl

VICI YCCIP2 HUD

Number of Teminations 1183 :100e 2107 100% 1102 100%

Total Positive
Terminations ;19 44% 896 .43%. 672 51%

Placements 394 :33% 50 12% .:209 19%'

Return to Sjoo_ = 39 3 280 13 '434 39%

All Other Positive
Terminations 86 7% 367 17% -29 3%

Total egative 664 56% 1211 57% 430 39%

Terminations
Part. B

. .

Type of Placements in VICI
FY79-FY80 Combined

Number

Percentage.of
all tarminations

tha^:. were:,

Percentage of
all placements

that were:

394 33%.Placeme'nts

Placements into
Apprenticeships 117 10% 30%

Placements into
Constivbtiipn-
Relateo::Jobs
(Including,
apprenticeships) 262 22% 66%

1. South BrOxix excluded as YCCIP and/orVICI information from
thisSite was not available.

2. YCCIP, numbers are for all YCCIP programs in the eight
VICI cities rather than only 'tiros -e' YCCIP programs selected for-,

comparison to VICI.

3. Numbers.may.not add to 100 due to rounding error:

'71
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subjects were timed concomitantly with VICI participant inter-
views.

Some ,additional criteria were used to dete=ine eiigiblilitp_

ifor a follow=up interview. To be included in the follow-up
sample,_the,participant had to have been in the program for at'
Least 30 days. While this has the_effect of not holding program
otierators responsible for the clearly transient, it is,_, in

4ffect, creaming. That is, in HUD, YCCIP and VICI the least
motivated were included wnile in the control group, a similar
procedure was not followed. This may bias results' in favor of
program particiktion. Second, in-school HUD and YCCIP partici-
pants,were excluffed from the follovup sample, an exclusion that
increased comparability among the groups. Third, VICI partici-
pants had to have terminated after March 15, 1979. This last
requirement_ was based on logistical considerations (program
start-up and readiness to begin field interviews) and should not
bias the-findings. Tip first line'of Table IV=6 shows the total
number of subjects included in the study group.

Before moving to the results, it is important to assess
-hether the youths in the follow-up sample were representative of
youths who participated in the program. This is a critical
issue, since follow-up response rates were low despite extensive
efforts by staff to locate and interview youth. Table IV-6
presents capture rates and the ultimate sample size. Lines 2, 3
and 4 present the number and percent of completed one, three and
eight-month follow-up interviews._ Because of the high.attrition
rate, a subject was included in the analysis if s/he responded in
any wave of the interviews; line_5 presents these totals. (Some
cases were lost due to missing data as can be seen by comparing
lines 5 and 6.) Line 6 denotes the final sample size for the
analysis. ,

Using a "last observation" approach, as opposed to a wave-
specific one, substantially increased the numberof observations.
However, it eliminated our Ability to assess -whether program
effectS decayed over this eight-month period. This decision did
not diminish the need to assess the representativeness of the
samples; therefore the original VICI population was compared to
the follow=up sample on 25'characteristics. Hispanics, youths
who- had never held a job before, and youths who headed their own
households were underrepresented in the _follow-up sample. 4/ In
addition, termination status was compared.

The follow-up sample was not representative of all VICI par-
, icipants on several counts. The follow-up sample included:

c-4s

8 s Significantly 5/ few'er youths who held jobs at
termination (25 percent vs 30 percent); and

6 significantly more youths who were ecorded in the
"other" positive category (23 ercent vs 14

percent).
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1._ Subjects available

2. InterViewed at one

month

Interviewed at.three

months

4. Interviewed at eight

months

Interviewed at least

once

Final sample size

for foll9w-up

analysis'

3. Final sample size

for those analyses

that bit in-Chide

working individuals

Table IV-6

Response Rate for Follow-up Interviews by Program

and Sample' Sizes for Multivariate Analyses

VICI 'Control HUD YCCIP

$

TOTAL

805 100% 342 100% 514 100% .3A8 190% 2049 100%

345 43% 126 37% 113 22% 32 8% 616 30%

359 46% 113 33% 186 36% 101 26% 759 37%

297 39% 126 37% 185 36% 127 33% 735 36%

510 63% 172 50% 302 59% 174 45% 1158 57%

470;,* 58%. 131 38; 253 49% 166 '43% 1020 50%

161 34%
2

'18%
2

91 36
2 .

.47
2

28% 322 32%
2

Excluding missing data.

Percent of final sample size;



-Since there were significantly fewer job placements in the VICI
follow-up'sample than in the original VICI population, the com-
parisons of labor market outcomes between VICI and other programs
or controls may be somewhat biased against VICI.

The HUD data base limited analysis to a comparison of the
follow-up sample with the original population on aggregated
demographic and background information recorded at intake. The
following groups were over-reptesented in the follow-up sample:
non-Hispanids, high school graduates, younger participants and
family heads. It is difficult to gauge the net effects that
these differences exert, because some differences might logically
favor HUD while the others seem to tilt in'VICI's favor.

The assessment of the representativeness of the YCCIP
follow-up sample was also confined to comparing the follow-up
sample with aggregated data from intake forms. Women,ikblacki,
high school graduate`s and members of families were over-repre-
sented in the sample and, possiblyv'the sample was younger than
the original pool. It is unclear how these differences might
biat the YCCIP-VICI comparison, as some could operate in favor of
YCCIP while others in favor of VICI.

6

The effects of attrition on the follow-up control sample can-
not be assessed because there are no previous data. However,
comparison of the forLow-up control sample with the follow-up
VICI sample showed that while there were some statistically sig-
nificant differences, these samples had marked resemblances.
What differences remain between the- two follow-up samples are
controlled for in the analyses that follow.

In summary, although there are some statistically significant
differences between the follow-up samples and the corresponding
populations, the samples are reasonably good _representations of
the original populations. It is difficult to determine precisely
how the differences that were ob3erved are likely to affect the
comparisons across piograms. A censoring analysis might control
for the effects of selection into the follow-up sample's, but
such a% analysis was not done because.of the resultant samples
small size, time'constraints, and recent controversy surrounding
this technique.

-; -;Anal ses and Ftndin s on the Follow-u Sam les

The analytical strategy isolated the programs' effeqs on the
probability of 'holding a job, on quarterly earnings,and, for
working youths,bn increasing their wages. The strategy involved
first predicting the likelihood that a youth was employed during
the last quarter of observation. For employed youths, a number
of models were then estimated to assess program effects on
several variable's: their highest wage, the number of hours they
worked and their. weekly earnings.. A summary model 'predicted
quarterly .earnings and included all youths, even those not

4 working during the last period of observation. In addition, the
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effect of VICI on selected job characteristics (e.g., holding
Skilled construction jobs, apprenticeships and obtaining raises)
was compared to other programs. In particular, this set of
analyses tested whether VICI had a more pronounced ability to
help get youths into higher paying, skilled construction jobs.

Table IV-7 presents means of the distributions of outcome
measures for the four separate follow-up samples. Part A
presents the percent of youths who were working and/or in school
at the period of last observation; Part B presents the average
percent of the last quarter worked and quarterly earnings. Part
C applies only to working youths, and displays mean wages and
earnings as well as other selected job characteristics, There
are considerable differences across programs in outcome measures,
with VICI outperforming the _other programs in most cases. It
should be noted that whil VICI out- performed other programs,
many VICI youths (close to 40 percent) were neither in school nor
working. kowever, the data in this table are not adjusted for
differences that could affect employment outcomes. Thege influ=
ences must be controlled for before one can determine the impact
of the program.

The multivarlate results presented here stem from models in
which outcome measures are a function of dummy variables repre-
senting pairticipation in the different programs or a control
group, and a ligt of control_ variables: sex, ethnicity, age,
education, family structure, differences in geographic location
and the iming of the observation. Which technique was used
depended/on the distributional qualities of the outcome variable.
Methods/ used were binomial logit (when the outcome measure was
dichotomous), log-linear regressions (when the outcome was a
continuous variable), and tobit analysis (when the outcome was
continods but truncated).

One problem that statistical adjustments could not overcome,
however, is the size of the individual samples. Small sample
sizes tend to produce wide-ranging estimates, making it more
difficult for substantial effects to achieve statistical signifi-

_canoe. In the following analyses, the aggregate sample size is
C'1020 for the model's that'include all youths regardless of whether
or not they worked during the final quarter of observation. When
the analysis is confined to youths who- are working, the estimates
of program effects are derived from a very small number of indiv-
iduals (See line 7 of Table IV-5). In these instanCes, only
extremely powerful effects achieve statistical significance.

Table IV=8 provides a summary of the results of program
effects from these analyges. This table, presents only the
results for the variables that indicate whether the individual
was in a control group, HUD or YCCIP. VICI is the omitted
category,. representing a base .of zero. In the table, negative
numbers indicate that the other programs performed worse than
VICI, while positive ones indicate the opposite. In each of
these models, a number of variables were held constant. These
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, Table IV-7

Means of Outcome Measures in the Follow-Up Samples

Sch001 and Emp

Percentage working

Percentage in school

Percentage both working
and in school

Table IV -7A

ent Status in the Follow-Up Samples

VICI

42%

11%

05%

Control

2%

Table IV-7B

HUD YCCIP

46% 30%

34 %* 14%

13%* 04%

Means on Quarterly Earnings for All Members of Follow-up Sample

VICI Control HUD YCCIP

Average percentof.last
quarter worked

Average earnings for

25.8% 10.6%* 32.8%* 21.9%*

last quarter $570.70 $189.80* $531.70 $312.00*

*Implies that the difference from the first column_iS Statistically
significant at the .05 level.



Table IV-7C

Summary of Characteristics of Jobs
of Individuals Working at at Observation

Starting wage

Highkl:t wage

Hours worked per week

Earnings per week

Percentage who had:

a construction job

a skilled construction
job

a subsidized job

a permanent job

a full time job

a union apprenticeship

apprentice waiting list

tried to join union

union member

promotion

received raise

program helped in
current job

use program skills on
job

VICI Control. HUD YCCIP

$4.23 $3.63 $3.58* $3.42*

\$4.72 $3.68* $3.74* $3.62*

36.9 37.0 34.8* 32.9*

$175.50 $137. $138. $120.*

34% 12%*- 16%k 14%

30% 12% 12%* 08%*

12% 14% 14% 21%

69% 59% 62% . 55%

84% 79% 65%* 67%*

14% 0%* 02%* 0%*

8% 7% 06% 18%

32% 26% 19%*' 20%

17% 14% 0ti%* 6%*

06% 07% 27% 19%*

36% 33% 44% 44%

63%* NA 61% 65%

38% NA 41% 37$

*Implies that the difference from the first column statistically
significant at the .05 level.
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TableIV-8

Summary of Program Effects
from Multivariate Artalvs,

(VICI Program is the excludea category)

(Standard errors in parenthet,es)

Control HUD YCCIP

1) Likelihood of working' =1.11* .037 -.323
(.282) (.217) (.244)

2) Highest wage per hour2 .119' =.037 =*051
(.079) (.057) (.066)

3) Hours worked per week2 .037 -.162*
(.088) (.063) (.073)

4) Edthings per week
2

-.213*
(.125) (.moo)

5) Skilled construction job' =1.38 =.618 =1.35*
(1.10) (.539) (.669)

Union apprentice or -1.88* -.830 .308
waiting list' (.931) (.523): (.577)

7) Raise received
1 .116 1.26* 1.90*

(.802) (.465) (.606)

8) +Quarterly earnings3 =.05P 294 -181
(361) (272) (323)

+Equations 1 and 8 are estimated using the full sample of
individuals. Equations 2 through 7 are estimated using only those
individuals who worked during the period of observation.

*Significantly different from zero at the .05 confidence level.

'Estimation procedure is binomial loait model; coefficienti can
be interpreted as percentage differences from VICI in the likelihood
of working.

2Estimation procedure is log,T-linear Model; coefficients represent
percentage differences from VICI.

3Estimation procedure is,tobit model; coefficients represent
dollar estimates. These numbers indicate what the maximum effect
could be and must be adjusted in Order to make statements about the
average effect.
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variables were sex., ethnicity, education, age, family structure,
location and timing. Table IV-9 provides significant effects
found in these analyses.

Findings on the probability of working pertain simply to :he

likelihood that 'a yosith was employed during the last quarter f

observation. Resultg are .presented in Table IV-8, line 1. The
coefficients in line "Working" are odds ratios:- those with a
negativesign.indicate lower probabilities than the VICI program
while a poditive number indicates a probability .that is higher
than VICI. The odds ratio that an individual works is the
probability of his/her chances of working te his/her chances of
not working, For controls) the odds ratio is minus 1.11 and is
statistically significant. / In other words, the likelihood of
being employed was 111 percent higher for VICI youth than,for the

controls. 7/

The VICI -HUD and VICI=YCCIP comparisons were not statisti-

cally significant. It is noteworthy, however, that although not
achieving an acceptable level -of significance, the VICI-YCCIP
odds ratio was of substantial size, with VICI youth holding ,a 32
percent edge over the YCCIP cohort in terms of probability of
employment. There is virtually no VICI=HUD differential.

ANo answer the question "what works _best for whom?" the
erects of the VICI program were examined for variation with the
control group by sex, ethnicity, age and educational status:
GiVien information from the process documentation, one might have
expected the program to be more effective for older youth and fat
men. However, no significant differences were found. It i%
possible that thb restricted size of the follow-up sample made it

difficult to find significant differences in program impact by
individual characteristics.

Wage rates; hours worked and weekly earnings were examined

next. Attention was restricted to youths who worked during the
lagt quartbr of observation and the= question; wms posed: are
there interprogram differencps in the outcomes when
individual characteristics are held constant? Lines 2, 3 and 4
of Table IV=8 present the estimated progrqg effects for highest
wage, hourS worked and earnings. Although the estimates favor
VICI in eight of the nine estimates`, statistical significance was
apparent only in the VICI-YCCIP comparison, where VICI youths
worked 16 percent more hours and earned 21 percent more than
their YCCIP counterparts. No statistically significant VICI-
control-or VICI-HUD differences were found. Nor did program
effects significantly differ on the basis of youths' personal,
characteristics. These results from the model where variables are
held constant differ quite- markedly from the findings derived
merely from comparing means in Table IV-7. Exploratory analyses
clearly indicate that site differences largely explain this
discrepancy. These large site effects'could be due to variation
among sites in one of the following factors: local economic
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Table IV-9

Summary of Statistically.Significant
Effects from Multivariate Analyses

VICI versus CONTROL

VICI participants-are more likely to be working,
VICI participants are more likely-to be in an apprenticeship or

on a waiting list for- one.
VICI, participants have a higher quarterly earningt.

VICI versus HUD

HUD participants are more likely to receive a raise.

VICI versus YCCIP
2

VICI participants are likely to work mo.le hour-
VICI participants are likely to have 'higher earnings if they

worked.
Niel participants are more likely to get a skilled constructiqii

job;

.

YCCIP participants are more likely to receive a raise.
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conditions, well run prime sponsors, well managed linking
institutions or other unmeasured factors.

The type of job in which the individual was employed at
follow-up is important in that one of VICI's concerns was that
its placement effort be focused on the construction trades,
especially union apprenticeships. At a more general level, each
of the programs in the stuf3y had as one of its goals the
placement of young 143rsons in jobs that ware unsubsidized and of
a permanent nature. The following dimensions were inspected for
discernible program effects:

employm.mt in a skilled constructio4 jo ,

apprenticeship status, including being on appren-
ticeship waiting lists,

union membership?

job permanency?'

subsidized versus .:unsubsidized jobs,

pay raises received.

In Tabie IV-8, program :effects are presented on three vari-
ables: the likelihood of obtaining a skilled 'construction job;
getting a raise, and be gig an apprentice or on a waiting_list;
The others revealed no statistically significant program effects;

In the model predicting whether the individual entered _a
skillet' constructian_job_ (line 5 of Table IV -8) , the estimates
indicate that the odds of working at a_ skilled construction job
were 135 percent higher for VICI participants than.forYCCIP
youths; a statistically significant difference. The estimated
.VICI7control difference was of -0, similar magnitude but was not
statistically significant. The estimated HUD difference was' also
large (62 percent) but again was not statistically significant.
It appears that, in comparison with other programs; the VICI
programs were sticcessfuI at getting disadvantaged youth into
skilled"construction jobs;

In the model predicting whether an individual was in_ an
apprenticeship or on a waiting list for one (line 6 of -Table
IV=8), there is a statistically significant_ difference in the
VICI-control comparison;_ the odds of being in or on _e waiting
list for an_ apprenticeship prcggeastwere_a significant 188 percent
higher for VICI than for control individuals. VICI's 88 percent
edge over HUD, was_not.statisticaIly significant. The YCCIP-VICI
differences favored YCCIP and were not as large, with YCCIP youth
being '31 percer more to be' -.in or wait-listed for
apprenticeship than VICI participants although this difference
was not statistically significant. Considered together; the
resul_ 'rrs regressions (the skilled construction jobs

82.
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and apprenticeShips) indicate that VICI has a substantial impact

in placing disa&antaged, predominantly minority youth- in jobs in

the ,skilled_conscr:uction arena where they are likely to make much

higher wages in the long run. The fact that VICI did not evi

dence significant statistical gains in the area of union membe',:=

ship relative to controls is somewhat surprising but may be at=

tributable to the custom that new apprentices pass a probationary

period before being indentured as union members. Therefore, the

timing of the interviews may have been premature in assessing

this-effect.

In the > model predicting whether the individual_, received a

raise 'y the last follow=up interview (line 7 of Table IV-7-9), we

found significant advantageS of the HUD and YCCIP program over

VICI. YCCIP participants were 103 percent more likely to have

;received a raise than VICI participants; the comparable figure

`for the HUD=VICI comparison was 126 percent. This result is

Puzzling. Although a number of potential explanations for these

findings were explored, none were supported by the data.

The variable that bett captures the total impact of the pro-

gram on labor market outcomes is quarterly earnings (line 8 of

Table\IV-8). This analysis included all individuals, regardless

of whether tt.,3y worked during the quarter of interest; S/ Con=

trolling for individual characteristics, the quarterlyearnings

of VICI participants significantly exceeded those of cont-11

individuals by as much as $1,950 (in 1980-dollars). This, how-

ever, is An upper bound estimate of the impact of the program.

In order to get an estimate of what the average impact woulc he,

we multiply the tobit coefficient times the average probabil.'j

of working for VICI and controls (i;e, .306). Thug, the. average

program impact is $321.50 on quarterly earnings. F.ultiplying

thiS figure by four res'ults in an estimated average net annual

gain of about $1,286 dollars for VICI participants over controls.

In order to gain some perspective on the substantive importance

of this effect, it is instructive t compa.e this<program impact

to the actual amount earned by those the kontro1 group.
Translating quarterly earnings into annual earnings shows that

control .individuals made an average $759 per year in the

follow-up period. An increment of $1,286 In this size of base is

substantial. VICI did not, however, do significantly better

than HUD or YCCIP in affecting participants' quarterly CL-rnincs.

It is surpriaing that no overall statistically significant

VICI=YCCIP difference was found, given that VICI significntly
increased the weekly earnings of those individuals wlio worked, ar

compared to YCCIP. In the model assessing overall impact, th,

quarterly earnings model, it is p:o0ably that the effect of the

program on the likelihood of working is a more important deter-

minant of quarterly earnings than the impac'.. of tlie program on a

participant's wages if the individual worked. Therefore, the

fact that VICI did not Significantly increase the likelihood _of

working relative to YCCIP probabLy_outweighs whatever efrect VICI

had on increasing wages if, the individual woiked; In addition,

ri 83
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the higher wages of I/ICI youths who entered skilled construction
careers may be partially offset by the-instability of employment
in the construction industry.

SUMMARY

Holding other variables constant, there are substantial
differences between VICI participants and control indivialals.
VICI participants are significantly mere likely to work in a
given quarter. Participation in a ICI'program can raise an
individual's annual, earnings by as much as $4,2:09 (in 1980 dol-
lars), relative to members of t' ., control group, whose (esti-
mated) annual earnings averaged $7E,9. But the average program
effect is $1,286 a year. VICI wri5 mtIch-pore likely to get dis-
advantaged yOuth into or on the wziting list for apprenticeship
programs; In short, VICI had substantial effects on disadvan-
taged youth when compared to a control group. An assessment of
whether VICI works better for certain types of participants
produced no significant result, probably due in large part to
sample size issues.

When comparing VICI to other construction- related programs;
the results were not as clear-cut. Controlling for individual

,characteristics, some statistically significant differences ere
found in outcomes between VICI and YCCIP participants. When
working/ VICI participants_ worxed 16 percent more hours and
earned_21 percent more than,YOCIP patticipantsi but there were no
significant_ VICI-YCC1P differences in_quarterly earn inns. VICI
significantly- increasedthe- probability that a youth :,,,zeived a

,killed construction job relative to YCCIP. YCCIP particiPants
were more likely to receive raises than were VICI participants.

HUD-VICI compa: .sons real no stat.i..tically significant
differences favoring 1: ICI and on_favoring HUD NUD:par-ticipants
were more likely to receive_a raise); Statiaticar significance
aside, VICI outperfrmed these,other programs in some 7,1.ys, but
these :results _are ambiguous at best; While some fa.4or ilCIi
there is no evidence that VICI has a more. substantial effect on
post-program earnings than YCCIP or HUD.

One important caveat is that the last F011ow-up interview was
during the eighth month after youths left their programs. It

could be that the short AolIow-up period Las biased the evalu-
ation. A major goal of the VICI program c.4._s to help participants
enter skilled construction jobs; and there is evidevce of some
success in tnis regard. The financial value of obtaining such
jobs might not be realized in eight months. Data from a more
e tended follnwup period is necessary to assess IcT1 term
results. Unfortunately, the de ign of the survey does nrt allow
for measuring the long run employability of the participants. In

eum, while the short run effectS of the VICI progKam are-
substantial, its longer 'term consequences remain unknown.
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NOTES

2/Fourth Interim Report C,7% the VICI Demonstratlon,
lic/Private Ventures, September 1181.

Pub-

3/Of the 77 YCCIP programs revieweclk, 39 pertenttere_ des-,
. cribed as offering skill training antl 41 percent Were_intended.to
be construction-related. : Of those YCCIP'S that 'Met both trif=
teriai several were dropped On the basis of Other criteria.'

4- /Comparing j7Jst one characteristic at a time could. be
leaditg, _Therefore, models were estimated predicting membership
ih_thefoll:m7up_sample'. In.the aralysisi the same three vari-
ableS had net effects on memberStip'in the follow-up sample,
holding the other characteristics constant.-

/
5/"StatisticaI 'significance" f.ndicateu_ ;the likelihood Of.

obtaining the program effects by chance when the real program
effeCtS are -zero. A .05 confidence,leveI is uses: ire this report,
meaning that the likelihood of results occurrg 7tT zk!,:ance are

less than five out of a hundred. When sample~ a2e small,
even large differences dp not easily tOatistical
significance.

6/The analyses in this section are VICI- 'centered. For ex-
artipf;, it cli-told ba inaprropriate__4na-pOssibly misleading to
conclude SyllOog ,tically that if VICI_shows Significant\gains
over control but not over FlUbi HUD therefore must Show:; g=
nificant gains over coAtz'ols.

7/This difference in odds can imply changes in probabilitieS
of iTirying magnitudes. For a control individual- with a proba-
bility of working of 0.5i_a_111 percent increase in his /her odds
increases his/her_probabilty of .working quite subStanbiallyi to
M8. But clearly, no siie_h large increase is possible for 0
individual whose personal characteristics limply _a probbility'of
working of 3.9. The 111 percent increase in odds raises his/her
probability only to .95.

8Jirlividuals who did not work during the quarter had a
quarterly earnings value equal to zero, while indivillS with
positive i-s-z.nings have that value for '-: is variable. l'Nis model
wz_is estimated using a tobit model, whi6N

this
management of

peculiar aspects of the distributions of this variak-:c.
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CHAPTER V: COST ENEFIT ANALYSIS.

To determine whether VICI, or programsA.ike it, should be
continued, program benefits must be considered relative to pro-
gram costs; that is, we must assess the cost-effectiveness of
such a strategy,

It should be noted at the outset that we are unable to assess
the cost-effectiveness of VICI vis-a-vis comparable programs such
as HUD and construction-oriented YCCIPs., Althoughir on
the- impact of HUD. and YCCIP on 7.)articipants is compa-
rable data were not available 1.11-0M these programs on to value of
output produced or on per-partiipant cost. Even limited coin-

_ parisons are unwarranted.

Although cost-benefit analysis is critical for the overall-
, assessment of the VICI program, the method has certain limita-
tions and uncertainties, First many costs- and benefits cannot

. be-measured and are therefore not included in the calculations.
Second, one mUst make judgements about the long-term stream of
benefits from a snap-shot view"-lot immediate post-program bene-
fitS. To minimize the risks inherent in such a procedure, a
"hest estieate," is pi:oyided, as well as e'Stimates under alter-
native assumptions.: The stance adopted here is Jeliberately
conservative: wherever possible, numbers that tend to bias the
case against the cost=effectiveneSs of VICI are used. This
evaluation.strategy 'demonstrates- how sensitive the findings are
to alternative assumptions and provides a basis for confidence in
the conclusions.

This chapter describes the cost-benefit methodolog used
provides infop,:mation on VICI colts,_ and:presents alternative
-_estimates of the cost-effectiveness of the VICI program.

'THE METHODOLOGY

There are three speotives from which to analym:. the costs
and benefits of VICI; In descending order of scop- th-.q att._

society as a whole,. taxpayers (th-:.-t is the non-parti ar..$) and

indliduals (the participants).17 The cost- benefit e, u.,ation of

the p-'1.-am described here reflects the societal perspective,
because rtain pieces of ibformatioi: to pursue the other two
perspect4-es are lacking. -Further insight, however, is provided
from the standpoint of two key ecto:s -- the prime sponsors and
communit-, development agencies.

Fom the taxpayer's perspc=ctive, the -najor ben( 4t3 Liom
recL' tions in transfek payments to the indivi! fOcid

stain: welfare payments) rather than the incl:emen.z in taxes as-
with increased_ earnings. The research design and

associated questinrs_did notelicit information on transfer pay-
ments and changes before and after the program; This rrecIudes
measurement cf the most important benefits f*.t.ci ne4. taxpayer's
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perspective.2/ From the individual'- perspective; reductions in
transfer payments (which were _rot- measured and cannot be confi-
dently estimated) act as costs, and therefore offset whatever
benefits the program produces in _terms of_oost-Orogram_earnings.
These are a major porticin otZ costs froffi the individual perspec-
tive; CoSt-benefit analyses from .either- of _these. .perspectives
include too many unknowns; resting on unreliable estimates of
major components of either costs or benefits.

_A costbenefit analysis from the societal perspective pre-
sents problems that are not_quite as serious; reasonable esti-
mates of _the major costs and benefits can be made. The societal
perspeotiVe taiSeS the question of whether society gains or loses
goods and services as a result of the VICI program; This ques-
tion is addressed by computing preser0t values of the net gain or
loss in societal resources. Transfeepayments are not included.
For example; stipends paid to VICI participants are not _a real

cost to society; merely transfers from taxpayers to participants.
As transfer payments; they would appear :both as a coot. and as a

benefit; thus cancelling ;4ach other out; therefore; 1,e exclude
youth stipends from the calculations.3/

Fro:1'; the s,:ietal. perspective; VICI's costs include: (1) the
costs Of Opetaing the programs at the eight sites; excluding the
youth :stipend component of these costs; (2) P /PV's costs for
overseeing tfie_ptojects; (3) the opportunity cost associated
with participation in the program: the outputAwvges) the parti
cipants would hav,.--f vcduced had they not been in the program; arl'7.
(4) administrate 1c casts incurred by the prime sponsor of Depart7
Tent of Labor (at t!te regional or national 'eveI) as they relate
to the VICI Thete are na estimates of this last cost;
and ;:ew evaluations of employment and.trainiLy programs provide
such estimates. These'costs are assumed o be small relative to
the Ove.,;._all_cost__of operating the program and would no be large
enough to alter the research findings.

VICIls societal benefitS_ should inciude: (1) increases ,in
post-program earrings of participants; (2) outpc*: produced by_the
VICI projects; and (3) numeros other socital benefits that_ Lave

,not been measured by this stud:.... The latter include reductions
!in ,criminal activities; savings from reduced participation in

employment and training programs; reductions in welfare 'admini-
stzatiVe costs, and drug treatment csts;41 That this group of
benefits cannot be measured 4mOlies that the cost-benefit anal-
ysis underestimates ` ;.ICI tenoiits;

Two.mc-asutement issues were problematic.' Tlv first var, the
matt'r of whet program costs should be j.iciuded The
second was ;low to estith -ce the stream of benefits over time.

At im ortar0. distinction had to be made between evaluating
VICI as a emonstration and as an operational p-ogram. To eval=
uate VICI as a demonstration, one would hr.ve to count the
research an drvelopment outla:s as costs and thP value of the
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"social_ learning" oz "knowledge generation" of the demongtiatioh
in benefits. Since these latter costs and benefits cannot be
gauged,. VICI was evaluated as an operational program.'

The second puzzling issue -was how to extrapolate a yearly
post-program impact on participants into a stream of benefits
over time; The annual program impact was estimated- at $4,200 a
year (see,ehapter IV), but there were no estimates -of the rate at
which VII program benefits decayed or increased over time,_ a
problem that confronts most evehuations of employment and 'rain-
ing programs. The few studies' that have inspected the issue of
decay have produced ambiguous results:

Hu et al (19Y and Somers and MoKechnie (31) found
declining earnings impacts for vocational educa-
tieri ,after six years and for institutional skills
training after -five years; Ashenfolter,(2)found
declining earnings gains for maleg_but relatively
constant gains for fiimales over a_fiVe-year period
following META institutional training; Borus (3)
found increasing gains for five yearG following
institutional training, and Borus and Presct (7)
found increasing earnings benefits for men
complotinst:;.tutiunal tra'.fling but decliing
gains for the dropouts.S/

Although there is considerable contr-vergy-6/ surroUnding the
results of Ashenfelter7/0 many have us_ d his estimate of a decay
rate of 17 percent per year in extrapolations of future benefits.
Ashenfelter's figure was used in VICI, giving preference to con-
servative estimates when possible. One might expect less exten-
sive decay (little decay, no decay or actual, increases) in the
effects of an intensive skills training construction progr1L that

plat' considerable numbers :af its 'participants into apprentice-
ships, in WhiPti wages rise dramat.ally during compieti.on of 'the
apprenticeship.8/

A relc.ted issue_ ii; the estimation 'f, a benefit stream from
4Ile social perspective is ;.he perennially difr..cu1t issue of so-
cial d;scounting. A benefit stream must be disc,:nnted to reflect
the real value that society places on future benefits,- net of in-
flationary increases in dollar values._ The choice- of an_appro-
priate social rate of discount a "contentious" one because
there is no consensus rn what is appropriate. Figures actually
used range from zero to l' percent; Like'those involved in eVaL,,
:..ttitig the National Suppotee Work De::lpstrationi _we believe fiVe
irdent is a' reasonable, though sliqtiy ehigh, stimar- of tii
real social rate of discount.9/

r_;OmPA.RINGiCDSTS ANN BENFFITS

VICI operating is are presentee firSt in Table V=lp with
5tart-up costs amot od c'ver a 37-month period. PJPV technical
assistanLe and over.gi,)ht expeitut!'es are also
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Table V-I

Total Costs at Local
Sites

Cost of VICI Programs

f Total Cost

99.5

Amount

$ 8,401,215

% of Site Cost

100.0

Youth Stipends 3i243,883 38 6
Crew Chef 2,654,375 31.6
Other Labor 320,496 3.8
Administrative 846,572 10.'
Materials & Supplies 1,305,363 15.5
Pro-rated Start Up 30,526 0.3

P/PV Costs 2/ 453,117 0.5

Total Costs 8,854,332 100.0

Adjusted n of Participants 977

Adjusted Cst Per Participant 3/ 9063

1/Site co weI.e incurrc-d prior_ to the entrance_of thet
first particic ere amortized ,Dver a .;0'mouth period, the nor-
mal length ,;11 ZI program;

2/In calculating the PM), costs, costs associated With Start=
up (8.1., formulating model. , selecting si.tes)_and costs
directly associated with research;? such as personnel who were
either_eotally_or_in part assign.51 to VICI were ignored. It _was

assumed that_all time _uf the program officers and P/PV management
involved with overseeing the eight yxci sit*: was spent on such
activities and not on dealing__with the sites on research.issu
or with; DOL on "demonstration" issues. This is an overestimate
of P/PV's cost of overseeing t:'s eight, sites'as some proportion
of this time (perhaps 20%) was spent on these other activities.

3 /Two adjustments were made to the : number of participants in

o rder for the cost per_participant,to be unbiased. First, the
fb:low-up study only included those who had stayed in the progrAl
30 days. _Early leavers were eliminated-from the number of parti-
e paltav their costs in the program were treated as an amount
tlat-had to be incurred_ by those whti remained in the program
Aan,.7: received the. benefts)._ Furthermore, because of coi,:t;inuons
` ;.eliollmenti_ many participants were only part. -*ay t%vough their
VICI experience_when cost data collection was_finished. The
number of participants was corrected_for the fact that_carryover

A participants had only spent a fraction of aVerage 1:)..ticipants'

time in VICI.

8
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exclude research end other costs incurred because
-4as a demo-x.%ttation program.

A let, obse-c-atics oc Table V-1: First, the major costs of
runrs_ig prograos stem from two factors -- youth stipends and
the wc7,0024 ;;-aid Ito crew chiefs. Second, 15.5 percent of site costs
were f$'r il,ater4als and supplies provided by public sources other
than CET A -- housing authorities, community development agencies
and the like. This amount was small, rela tve to other costs,
but i wact critical fiNr 4-11,11 prorInci-ion emphasis (i.e., the real
work) of the pr9gram. Third, the costs P/PV incurred in its role
as intermi2diary were small compared to overall costs. Finally,
the adjusted cost per participant of roughly $9000 (1980 dollars)
is not small, indicating_ the high cost of extensive skills trair-
ing. While the cost p4i participant was not unreasonably high,
it is clear that VICI is more expensive than such efforts as pre-
employment programs or job clubs. But VICI costs cannot properly
be judged without comparing them with program benefits.

Table V-2 presents the costs and benefits of the VICI program
from the societal flerspective. The estimate of the present value
of the post-program earnings benefit to participNIts decays at a
real rate of 17 percent per year, is discounted at a rate of five
percent a year, and accrues over 40 years of working life. This
analysis indicates that VICI's benefits outweigh the costs (by a
factor of 1.5 to 1). the net societal benefit is $3,334 (per
participant), in large part because of the substantial estimated
post-program earnings of the participants.

The estimate of the net social benefit .Y1. this program is
sensitive to assrzptions concerning the valm .,r;le increased
post-progr&in earnings. Even assuming that t-_'-.- benefits to
participants accrued only for one year (and it was therefore not
necessary to estimate concerning the discount or decay rate),
VICI's social benerits of $3094 per participant'are 81 percent of
the program costs ($6312). Nevertheles67 the size of the overall
/et social benefit is -affected by assumptions concerning the
ecay rate, the discount rate and the years 'over which tie
enefits should extend. Table V-3 presents an analysis that

a3sesses the sensitivity of the estimated present value of the
net societal gain under various assumptions. This varies from
$1,830 to $19079. All of these estimates are substantial And
positive. \-

In summary, although estimates of the net preseht vaiu:,, of
this program's benefits per participant are sensitive to certain
assumptions, the conclusions from all estimates are the same:
yin has a substantial net societal ok,nefit.

Another way_.to assess fle ccst-effectiveness of a program is
to assess :low long it takes the participant to pay back society's
investment (see Table 7-4). The amount to be paid back is the
total cost from the societal perspective (that is, excluding
youth stipends) minus thr value of output produced by each parti-
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Table V-2

Cost=Benefit Analysis From the Social Perspective

Costs (per Participant)

Local Site Costs I/
P/PV Costs 2/
Foregone Earnings 3/

Rpnefits (per participant)

Increased Post-Proqram
Earnings 5/
Value of In-Program output 6/

Present Value of Total Costs
(per participant)

-$ 5,279
-$ 464
-$ 569
-$ 6,312 4/

Present Value of Total Benefits
(per _participant)

Net present value (benefits minus costs)

+$ 5,838
+$ 30808
+$ 9,646

+$ 3,334

1/These costs exclude youth stipends and minimal research
ccsz-s- at sites. Start up most of the program, costs prior to the
enrollment. -,17 the first participant, are amortized oyez a 30
month period (t4(a assumed duration of such a program) .

2/Thesji represent the cost of overseeing the sites and
excl.-tide res:-.4arch costs as well as costs associated with getting
the demonstration started (mod.r.fl selecticn and modification, RFP
production and site selection) ;

3/TheGe fi-ires represent the mean annual earnings of the
comparison group multiplied by 9/12 (9/12 Is a conservative
estimate at the fraction of P year that the i..-,ferage participant
remained in the 'pres,.am).

k/This cost per. participant fAArre differs from the, cost per
participant figure Table V-.1 in that it is from the societal
perspe.Aica and includes foregone earnings 17ut excl,,des youth
stipends.
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5/This figure begins by assuming that the net program impact
on (VICI versas controls) quarterly earnings ($321) can be multi-
plied by four to get an impact on annual earnings. It then
assumes that the $1286 decays at a rate of 17,percent a year, has
a real di amount rate of five percent a year and accrues over 40
years of the individual's life.

_6/The value of in-progr .:,1tput deriveG from the work valu-
ation methodology reported !' Chapter III. Since the total costrt
(and hence the valle of t:,:q- produced) reported in chapter T
differ sliqhtly from thol, in TP'-,1 V-T, (duP, t o minc:

differences in the time periods), the amount of work value
produced was adjusted accordingly.



Table V=3

Sensitivity Anal NI.= Social Benefit (Present Value)
of 4-;;CI Program

Net Social Benefit
(Per Participant)

Estimated Annual Annual Assuming Extra- Assuming Extra-
Average Real Real polation over polation over
Annual Decay Discount 20 years 40 years
Program Rate Rate
Impact in
1980 Dol.=
lars

$1286

0

17

17

10

5

10

$13i738

7,668

3,192

Y.4830

$19,679

8,925

3,334

1,830
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cipant. When calculating the ability of the participant to pay
back, the assumption is that he/she can pay back an amount equiv-
alent to the increased post-program earnings the first year and
that the value decays by 17 percent in the next year, and so
forth, for subsequent years over a working life; No discounting
of that value to its current value is necessary since a debtor
can pay off last year's loan in today's dollars; These pay-back
calculations suggest that it takes a VICI -participant 2,17 years
to pay back the social investment in hWher training,.

One additional perspective on cost-effectiveness may be rele-
vant. Intrinsic to the VIC', model is a presumption of synergy:
that is, the goals of community improvement and of employment
development can be pursued together so that outcomes are at least
comparable and perhaps superior-to %hose that would have been
obtained indeperlently (i.e -.-, training program with no produc-
tion ,component, or a housing rehabilitation or other physical
community improvment program without an employment and training
component) . To test this assumption, it is relevant to ask what,
to use a term icsosely, the "return on :nvestment" was for both
the prime spor-ts, who invested CETA dollars, and_the community
development ac,t, cies, which invested CDBG or other dollars.

Community eveiopment agencies Lvested $1,726,41. in VICI
(20 percent >-f total program costs) and rceived benefits,
according to the work valuation methodology, of $3,720,416.10/
In other wo!::is, the community development agencis received two
dollars worth of goods for every one dollar they spent. (Normal-
ly, these agencies would receive one ddlIar worth of goods or
services for every dollar spent, by definition).

From an accounting point of view, the prime sponsor is not
interested in the value of goods produced, but rather in the
labor market benefits for participants. If the prime sponsor
cot.ts are compared to the employment benefits for youth, then the

benefit-cost ratio is given by

Youth wage gains per participant $ 5,aas_
Prime sponsor cost per plrticipant $ 7,234

for a net return per dollar of $.81. While this is not larger
than one, it still reflects a substantial return on the invest-

Assuming that the availability of materials (which cost the
priMe sponsor noting) in fact was important in producing the

.;.) program's impact on youth earnings gains, and if one accepts the
estimate of value yielded to the community' development agency,
then three conclusions fcllow:

The prime sponsor gets better return on investment
than wou30 have occurred without the pooling of
funds, albeit by an indeterminate amount.

94
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Table v=4

Analyses of Length of Pay-Back Period
(Tr_ca_Socia1 Perspective)

Amount to be paid bac 1/

Number of years to pay back
benefit is $1286 a year 2/

$2504

assuming
2.17 years

-7-17 Total' cost per, participant minus the value of in-program
output per participant. 'Most here is the social cr._- that is
site costs (excluding youth stipenuJ) P/PV costs and foregone
earnings) .

2/ Benefit is deaayed at 17 percent a year. No discount rate
is applied ber,A21=',- ,-e)davts debt gets paid off :in tomorrow's
dol.la sr



o The CD agency also gets a better return,
to one differentia1.11/

two

4 The combined benefits to the municipality, includ-
ing community development and CET?; gains exceed
the benefit that would have occurred if thesec
agencies had pursued their goals in isolation. In

other words, a synergy occurred.

CONCLUSIONS

Analysis _indicates that from a societal perspective, VICI
has substantial_het benefits.. A "best estimate" indidatea that
the net societal gain- from VICI is $3,334. VICI participants pay
back the societal investment in a very short period of time, 2.17
years: The actual size of the'net Social benefit of the VICI
program is affected by the various necessary assumptions; but the
conclusion is that VICE is costekfeCtiV-6',. no matter WI-at

assumptions are used;

Three caveats are appropriate. First, this analysis is from
the_soCietal-perspective and'is favorable to VICI. is pos-
sible that such an analysisfrom the taxpayer's or the individu7-
al's perspective would produce'different results'i but 166k of:
data precluded consideration of these other perspectives Se-

cond, it may be unreasonable to assert that the-incre6sed post=
program earnings to partkcipahtS are a societal berfefit, since_if
substitution occurs (rather than net new job, breationji someone
else would have earned this amount. It iSn't feasible to assess
theamoUnt of substitution, a problem inherent in altOst_all
evaluations of employment and training_ programs. Despite this
problem, the precedent of previous evaluations was followed; and
these benefits to participants -were considered a social benefit.
Third, _in_altbSt all instances; conservative choices were made,
thus biasing_ the :case against the cost,-effectiveness Of VICI.
Therefore, although VICI=is somewhat expensive relative to some
other employment and training strategies, it is cost-effectiVe.

4

1/This is similar to the typology used in assessing= the cost
-effectiveneSS of the Supported Work Demonstration (see Manpower

DeveIopmpt' Research GOrporationi_ -..ses of the
-yatiol___Supported Work 'DemOnSttation4_1980iand P.-Kemper,. :D.

Long and C. Thornton, The- Sup Wirk Evaluatjon: Final_Bene-
fit-Cost-Analysisi'-MDRC.k 198P). M. Borus fMeasuri-nT_The_lmpec±
of _ZIrTaoyment-,.Related_ Social PrOgratfigt_ 1979 Upjohnj_considers
four perspectives: societal, individual, employers and the
government.

NOTES

2/It should be noted that for youth, dependence on transfer
payme-nts and changes in such may not be critical. Rather, the
critical issue may be how. the program reduces future dependence--
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on various transfer payments.
measure or simulate,

-80-

Of. course this is difficult

3/See MDRC op. -alt. and Borus opci_t. for further cIariTi-
cation ,of this point.

.4/The MDRC analysis includes measures of these four benefits.

/Borus, op. cit., pp. 103-104.

£ /H. Bloom "Long-Term Earnings Gains from Patticipation in
Mmployment,and Training Programs," in _Nata_onal_Comialsszon_fox
Duos aAllm
ai se

.... 11141
II II

7/0. Ashenfelter, "Estimating the Effect
on Earnings," in The Review of Economiip and
No. 1 _(February 1978) , pp. 47 -57.

/ The sen;itivity analysis includes
decay over time,.

9/In P/PV's sensitivity analysis, estimates of the benefit
stream assume a real discount rate of 10 percent.

10/Note that this figure differs slightly from the building
materials cost line in Table V-1, since community development
fundl supported somo,journeyma.n wads as well.

11/In a pure investment model, the CD agencies' returns would
be calculated over time, depending upon. the appreciation or
depreciation rate and market value of structures. But thesecal-
curatioh; are not affected by whether VICI or an alternative sup-
plier does the work. Hence, differnces in supply price are the
relevant measure.

June, 1981.

of Training Programs
Statistics. Vol. 60,

results that assume no



CHAPTER VI: CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY
AND PROGRAMMING

The preceding chapters reported on the VICI model and the
results of the research in detail. Thj.s final- chapter summarizes
the major findings and discusses a number implications for
policy makers and program practitioners.

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

The VICI research addressed three major issuer.: the impact
of the program, the effectiveness of replication, and the devel-
opment of 'a work variation methodology.

Impactof the_Rrosnam

Pedgram effects were assessed in two fashions.

Fiist; P/PV attempted to,esfablish whether the behefits of
the'demonstration outweighed` its costs A social benefit per-

.sp(aCtive was employed in which two- major costs -- program_ costs
ane opportunity costs --were calcul-ated and compared to. two

the .value of the work produced by,VICI crews,
ana inreass in youth earnings:. The Iattpr benefit'was calcu-
lated by comparing the:post-program earnings of.VICI'partidipants
(16 to 19 yezr-old, out -of- school; disadvantaged- youthg) with
those of a control group of_similar yoUths who were selected 'at
random from VICI waiting lists.

MUltivariate_ analysis showed that VICI youths were signifi-
cantly more likely to be working_than conetols, and had
cantly_higher _annual earnings (by $1,286 on average) . Imple-
mentation of the work value. methodology devised_for this

showed that the VICI work products_ would have cost the
public approximately $3,750,000 if. the Work had been performed_y
private- contractors; This alternative_ supply price i% the value
assigned to the VICI work product in the cost - benefit analysis._
It represents a return of about ;47 of every dollar expended in'

the program;

Although the cost-benefit analysis showed that while the
annual cost per VICI participant is large, the bgnefits outweigh
costs, by a ratio of 1.5 to 1. The pay-back peTipa (i.e., the
time it takes a youth to "pay back" society for Ofie cost bf.the
program through increased earnings) is not long -- little more
than two years. The e results from the various cost-benefit

___analyses,are not sensi ive to various assumptions about therate
of decay of post-,pro ramlbenefiTtS-7-the d-i-sco-unt-tate-and-the
number of years over which the benefits extend.

.
0

Research found that program youths were significantly more
likely than controls (by 188 percent) to become union apprentices
and that, by qualitative standards, the workmanship on VICI jobs
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wastequal to or better thAn the norm for private contractors in
,the majority of gases.

It can therefore be concluded that intensive skills training'.
programs, -with a prpductionemphasis, can have major benefits for

YQuth, prodwe tangible community improvements of subttential
value and quality, and represent a sound social investment.

The second aleaSure of VICI's impact was an attempt to compare

VICI to-selected other community improvement programs that em-=,
ployed somewhat different program models and 'delivery systems.

Included in these interprogram comparisons were 'out-of-school
youths who participated in a demonstration community improvement
prograli rdn by.tiUD through community development_corporations,
and youth from selected construction-oriented YCCIP programs
operated by prime sponsors. HUD and prime sponsor YCCIP programs
included in this comparison were located in the same cities as

l'One, three and eight month follow-up data on youths from

these programs were collected by P/PV and compared to VICI-
follow-up data using multivariate techniqu4, ,This "comparison

was restricted by limited research resburces, wl?ich relied on
records kept by the _comparison programs for all information
except the follow-uP data The limited nature and non-comparable
format of those dati.made it impossible to include cost compar-

isons or work valuecomparisons in quantitative analysis.

With analysis confined to post-program employment and earn-

ings of youth, no Statistically significant differences between'
HUD and.-,WICI youths were found, with the exedtion that HUD
youths received more -raises __in pay-after leAving the program.

There were some statistically significant differences between
VICI and prime sponsor ,YCCP graduates. If working, VICI parti-
cipants worked more hours and received higher wages than YCCIP
youths; VICI youths were more likely to hold skilled construction
jobs; and YCCIP youths received more pay raises. The summary
measure of labor m ket'outcomes,quarterly earnings of VICI
program participant , were not sIgnificantly.higher than those of

YCCIP partiqiphnts.

A number of'factors limited interprogram comparisons. In

addition to th'e data limitations mentioned aboveArthere is a
,sense in which all the prOgrams reviewed were somewhat unusual.

The HUD sites were also dart of a demonstration and the construc-
tion-oriented Y=IP"programs were a select group; of 77 different
YCCIP,programs conducted in the VICI citieS, only 11 qualified as
construction-oriented programs with sufficient scale to offer_a

about the effectiveness of VICI or HUD versus all YCCIP programs.

In addition, the follow-up sample of HUD and YCCIP program parti=
cipacits was confined to out-of-school youth, to provide compare=

bililty with the VICI youth. Finally, the fol/ow-tp period was
short, given the number of youthS'who entered construction trades
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i which the accruhl_of seniority .can have pronounced effects on

earnings; riven these constraints_ / however, the findings indl=

cate that none of these three models (VICI, HUD or construction-
r'ented YCCIP) emerges as clearly superipr.

On the other ha_ d, while the programs appear similar on com-
mon measures, there are some distinct differences in'goals 'and
purposes,among which program planners may wiati to select in Oper-

ating. enhanced construction-based programs for yodth. For in
stance, the HUD model 4 a reasonable choice when, in addition to
labor-market objectives, there is a-desire to use- ommunity-based
organizations as a prime deliverer. The VICI prram's emphasis
on linkages with unions may be more appealing when there is a

°desire to involve labor unions in local, employment and training
programs or, increase access to apprenticeships for disadvantaged'

youth. The financial leveraging characteristic Of VICI may alio
be an. appealing feature, euecially in times of tight budgets,
for programa that are ,locally- designed or run by community

development corporations;

Replication

Proponents of a replication .strategy typically argue,that

efficiency gains: will be produced 'in adapting proven models to

local situations. -Skeptics argue that the determinants of good°

programming are situational and that replication is an irrelevant

approach. Debate on the-yalue of. eeplication as a strategy has

been ongoing; VICI research-,may illuminate but will not resolve

it. Depending onone's Criteria, replication as a strategy was a

qualified success in VICI.
40

On the positive side, it proved feasible, using a flexible

approach to replication (ope which permitted some adaption to

local conditions) to replIcete the VICI program in thie sites

selected, even though the,structural%requirements of the program,-

such as the linkages among agencies and unions, were fairly comr
plex.' Implementation was achieved with fidelity to the model in

all sites. Further, when the strong fiscal incentive of discre-

tionary federal funds was removed, VICI was continued as a pro-
gram, with its essential features intact, in five of the eight

sites. And, as the impact analysis showed, the,model yiPIded,
considerable benefits to youth and to communities -- benefits

that outweighed costs. Lt is fair, to ask whether these results

can be attribute- to replication as a generic approach, to the

role of an intermediary as replicating agency, or to the proper-
ties of the VICI, medel and 'quality of local management agencies.
Unfortunately; these were indistinguishable in the VICI demon-
stration, and so the question cannot be a'nswere3.

On the other-hand, while the data indicate that this partic-

ular approach to replication can 14oduce good programming, the

inttrprogram comparisons do not show that it produces "clearly

superior programming. (Unfortunately, the limita of data, as
noted above, did not permit a cost-benefit assessment of the HUD

0. -
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and YCCIP program, which would provide the best evidence on this
point.) Further, while the aggregate VICI demonstration produced
good results, 'quality drd vary considerably among sites; only
eight of 15 initially invited proposals war funded and only five
were institutionalized in local budgets.

The qU4stion is whether or not programs ran through community
development .corporations and local government generally will pro-
duce results similar to those of the programs eised n our inter-

.

program comparisons. If one .suspects these retuit are better
than the norm, then replication may be a desirable tIaOgy to
raise the norm. If not, it is merely ,.an ()lotion. Tftfere As no.
.data to resolve this question. ;

There are, however, sbme lessons that emerge "from the Spe-=
cif is replication strategy and point to conditions that enhanced
VICI's viability. First, replication was not construed as dupIi-
cation;. a number of the model's features were flexible, thereby
leaving room,for local officials to tailor ehe model to -their
needs and environment.

Second, a powerful financial incentive was important in at-
tracting prime sponsors who gave the model a. chante'to prove
itself. _In addition, some matching dollars were critical as
programs moved'from 100 percent non-locai federal discre-
tionary) funds to full reliance on local resources. It is doubt-
ful whether local officials, would Tedistrbute local dollars,
-whlch .implies defunding -some; incumbent programs, in order to
start even a. scaled down VICI model from scratch.

Third, over time, VICI developed local ties and advocates
that facilititted the tcrossover to local financial support. bt is
believed 'that these ties resulted from the extensive nebioik'of
links to public agencies. The VICI experience 'suggests that the
initial funding period be between one and two years long in order
to ensure the necessary time for establishing a profile in the
community. This perMits the, decision for local continuance to be
based on worth Father than mere expediency.f

Fourth, VICI does notv"run on its own." Weak localadmini-
strative capacity and stormy relationships with cooperating
agencies (e.g., trade unions and work providers) will quickly
jeopardize the prdp/ram. During thee planning and selection
stages, these two components should be ,ssessed rigorously and

.their s6Undness'established. v

Finally, the role of an intermediary; in this case P/PV, was
judged important .by independent evaluators. The close attention
that could be paid to planning and monitoring the demohstration
seemed to- have payoffs in the speed with which programs could,
commence operations, and-fff-theit ongoing-fidelity-to-the-program
model.

The experience clearly indicates that, given the caveats and
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conditions justenuMerated, replicating a model of size

and complexityis feaskb%e% .Just how generalizable the VICI
extierience/ia without' the Special conditions that VICI experi-

enced (e.g., thd sizeable ,federal monetary incentiye, subStantial
pre=planhing, and the presence ID an intermediary) is difficult

to predict

Work Valuation ;

Developing a work valuation methodology was a third research

task. Some of the information that the methodology. produced was
useful in desc'ribiing the quality and. value of specific VIC' work
producia, but this was not its main purpoae. Rather., the Depart-
ment of,Labor, using VICI' as the laboratory, was more interested
in developing, refining- and testing a system thtwould be. gen-

erally applicable to publiC*.Lsponsored commFlity improvement

projects._ The system was to produce-accurate measures of the
dollar value of 'the products that programs generated; In order
that such a methodology' could be_ used by all employment and
training programs with a Troauction emphasis, it eus0 be
straightforward and inekpensive.l.

_

The work value methodology developed 'followedVICI ollowed the
exampleof other researchers by providing an estimate of the
alternate supply price (j-e;, what a.private'contractor mould
have charged to perform the job) as-'' the measure of value. It_

differs from other systems, Iftwever, in several important ways.
First, it is esigned for program operators to implement, with
use of t hArd-p professional estimators in a sample of jobs to
check bias in program estimates. Second, it incorporates a meth-
od for full, accounting of program costs as.well as a system for
individual job site. accounting,

o As designed, the system supports two k&-f-applications. It

provides overall estimates of value of output and estimates of
the value produced' per dollar of expenditure. In addition, it

has potential for aiding management in controlling costs, deter-
mining the portion of funds spent at the work site versus over=

head. It can similarlk be useful in determining what Ainds_of
jobs (e.g., gut rehabilitation versus home repair) andtradea
(d;g.,_ plumbing versus' carpentry) are associated with the

greatest value per dollar spent. In VICI site', work value did

not_appear to vary greatly'by trade, but it was sensitive to the
complexity of work, with simpler jobs- (that is, jobs requiring

less preparatory training) returning higher proportions of value;

Since onep purpose of'a training program iato teach -more com-

plex akikla, there is a clear trade-off,between work value objec-

tives and training objectives. Thus,the value-of-output indica=
to? should not be used as the sole criterion of program effecN...

tiveness. Rather, it should be considered in conjunction with

measures that assess youth benefits -- a conjunction permitted by
cost-benefit analysis.

s.
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Overall,' the work value method was inexpensive (about one
percent of the total cost) and,relatively easyto,iMplement once
initial resistance to using.and filling out the necessary, forms
was surmounted. .4mited training was` required to use the system.

-IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY MAKERS
.

At the broad level of national: policy/ there are several
major iffipikations 'to'bV-!'derived from the VICI demonstraiton.

First, the intact*. and cost-benefit analyses provide eVidence-
that enhanced work experience programs -- with heavy emphasis on
skill training and production -- have 'a role to. play in national
youth employment and training.policy. Whether the federal gov-
ernment should promote suchprodrams through -categorical funding
or dissemination that rely on technical agsistance' is
a question that iS beyond the scope of this report to address.
However,.if such programs are supported, it is .important that
performance measures for youth employment and training programs
be piomulgated in such a way that they do not act as:a disincen-
tiVe to investment by local practitioners; The emphasis,on cost
per placement as a yardstick, used for past CETA programs,,should
be modified. Cost per placement measures- create incentives for
fast, inexpensive _programs with uncertain labor market pay -offs
.they abet the "numbers game." Assessing programs on the baSig-,
-of their labor market benefits for participants -- especially,
increased earnings -- is amore appropriate strategy.

Second, consideration should be given to requiring vide-
spread idoPtion Of work valuation in those.enhanced work experi-;
ence programs that include an emphais on the production of com-
munity improvements. The output/produced is an important program
benefit, and- an offset against/costs that should be included in
assessing overall program effectiveness; Efforts to measure
value have the flirther benefit of keeping attention focused on
the production goals. Although these" should not override train-
ing goals; it is possible/that their inclusion makes the training
,more beneficial and helps avoid the problems associated with
make=work. In-addition, when used, as a management tool, work
valuation has potential for improving overall'quality and ef-
ficiency in program management.

Third, the central role played'by unions ,in the. VICI model,
contributing quality supervision and an informal entre into ap-
prenticeship and construction jobs for program graduates, sug=,

gettt that- labor involvement in training programs fox the tiard==

to=employ is both feasible and desirable. Securing that involve-
ment is not always possible, as the initial planning for VICI
indicated; but the benefits domake the investment of effort in

this connection worthwhile. At the national level, the simple
-policy itpplication is that program regulations (e.g., the per-
centage of program dollars spent on supervisory salaries) must be

-flexiblerj,enough to permit union involvement and small' crew sizes.

re
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Output measqces.(benefits)4 not input costs, must be the,crite-
rion applitga tb-insute the necessary flexibility.

, Finally, although it is not a strictly empirical finding, the
ICT experience:suggests that thismode gf programming would be
as effective -- and perhaps more effectiNe:-- for a slightly
older age group than the YCCIP legislation required. While some
16 and 17 -year olds did.. perform well and-benefit from, VICI, pro=
gram staff at the sites were - almost unanimous in arguing that
these youths were "too ,yoling" fpr VICI, ,and barriers to employ-
tent (such as the frequent requirement of a_high school diploma
to eff4er appremticeship, or regulations prohibiting persons under
18 to operate power tools on the job) also made the .program less
appro.pri-&te for them.

TmPLICATIONS FOR PRdtRAM PLANNERS AND MANAGERS

Fi_rst, the financial involvement of a community development
agencmprovides more than _a source of funds for a program such as
VICI.77It also provides acustomer who is concerned about quality

And productivity. In most VICI sites, the community development
agency pressed

productivity._
good work quality and quantity, providing,

another assurance that production would occur in a timely and
craftsman-like way.

Second, the tension between training goals and 'Production

goals, which were discussed in terms of program evaluation, also
exists for program staff. Journeymen often felt torn between
their interest'in getting work done and-their interest in warking

with youth. This tension is manageable, and even healthy/ )put

program management should be prepared to disaOssramd deal with
it. -

0

Third, in the more ef44ctive VICI sites, a division of labor
in program managementwas either built in from- the start, or

evolved. Typically, one of the two lead managers was experienced
in running youth programs, while the other was' a journeyman with
solid construction background who managed the compleX logistics

of work schedules, inventory, ordering and delivering of sup-

.

plies. Both'capacities are essential to an effective program and
can rarely be found in one person.

_ .
Fount 144 supervision was rigorous and standards for youih per=

. formance generally tough,ih,VICI.t These strong standards, lahich

rnean a willingness to enforce a strict policy tegarding, :attend=

ance and discipljne, were important to good training:' Most youth
shared thii belief.

Fifth, it was difficult to secure the cooperation of schools

for the VICI education:component. This linkage was the weakest.
The problem may have been inkrinSic to the model, since there
were no strong incentives, cash or otherWise, to secure the sup-
port of school personnel. Program planners who wish to i-n-clude a
string education component in this -kind of program are advised to



develop incentives for the school system. (stch as repairs to
school property) or to build educatiat time apd resources direct-
ly into the program.

Finally, it is worth re-emphasizing the recurrent comment
from outside evaluators,_ casual observers and P7PV Staff, that
union journeymen were the key to the VICI program. They 4rought
standards of quality, devotion to craft, contacts with trade
union officials and contrabtors alike that were uSeful in place-
ment; and a detailed knowledge of the trade that they could
convey in very concrete terms to youth, who generally respond
better to the concrete rather than the abstract as a way of
learning. Further, most journeaimen showed4e'naturai flair for
one-to-one teaching, in4the time=honored tradition of the trades,
and most formed close relationshiPS'with the_young people, tran-,"
scending barriers of generation, race and stereotype. Of course,
union.members do not have a monopoly on these virtues,, but the
extra cost req,dired to hire journeymen as instructors_ (about
$10,000 per year) served as a kind of quality insurance that was .

orth the expense.

The. VICI demonstration wa$ an ambitious undertaking. An
innovative youth community improvement program model was rig-

. orously tested in eight sites nationwdde. The results are
promising and attest to the efficacy of intensive skills training
in the construction area. The model proved replicable in a
variety of settings. Although it calls for a,significant in-
vestment.of public funds, .its costs are outweighed by financial
benefits even when a strict set of assumptions is applied. ,The
nature of the work .seemsarticularly amellable_to,a drop-out
popUlation since the necessary learning is grounded id visible
work products within'Ia 'training enyironment. In sum, weighing
the severe-employment barriers eFparienced by the target popula-
tion (minority; Lnnek city, disadvantaged, young drop-outs)
against the reAultz of the demonstration argues strongly for con-
.tinued support of these work=intensive youth community impkove-
ment'projectg.
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APPENDIX II: THE ROLE THE INTERMEDIAEY1/;

A_teCOnd element of theidemonstration was theluse of an in-
termediary organization tojaesignmount and_oversee thedemon-

.stration and the teteatCh/that accompanied it. 0/PV was given
high marktfor spine of its tpeCifig_ actions and was criticized
for others, as hat been noted in reports. (See_ appendix

I). However, virtually all_of those jnVolved in the demonstra-
tion agreed that P/PV enabled VICI to begin operating rapidly and,
relatively, smoothly in most sites. Mbreover, P/PV is credited
with providing useful and timely :advice which helped several
sites solVe specific operating problems; P/PV's performance in
mountingthe demonstration was widely regarded as a contribution
which could not have seen provided through conventional' Depart
ment of Labor .channels and mechanisms.

.

:p/pv'sfield staff came to be:Well regarded by most VICI=pro-
gram operators;' however, P/PV achievements are-not_generally_as7'...
cribed to the gbssession of superior. skills or wisdom but rathet
to the organization's ability to focps its'attention on In

contrast to the DepantMeot ofTiaboriand prime sponsoriWhich each
10, manyprograms compet' r their attention; P /PV staff courd
COnCen'trate,itt abilities and resources on VICI alone. .T14_fact
that it_tbuld attain such a focus., was highly, useful and had mdch.
to do t4ithiptomoting the smooth operation bf'the local programs..

. .

During the ektention'peribd-,_.P/PV's role diminished with I:t-7.
tle difficulty. _The most troubled VICI programWatterall, had
not been ektendea, while the remaining five ere continued'pre-
cisely because they had shown some capacitylloX managing their
affairs reasonably ell. While some were conderne4 whether p/PV
-could relinquish its hold on the prog'am ckithatleatel, in fact,

;-doting the extension sItiod it wound doww4ts.invoIvement:grace-
fully, and end of March 1981, ithad,comgletelywithdrawn
from an oversight_rOle in the remaining.local_VWI_proramp. 6ne
measure of its_skillt was the continued good_feeling_and willing
ness to share inforMatiOn eVidended toward P/PV by VICI managers
in tiroWard County, Milwaukee, and_New-Havelvin particular. = 0...

Clearly;- -much of P/Prs' inflUence .during the deffiopstration
period resulted from_At perceived conol over theVII purse
strings as Weil as - -its skills as an advisor.__Early on the prime
tponsOrt in Atlanta and other sites questioned the authority of
P/PV or sOUghttO circumvent it and. deal directly- With the De-
saxtment of Labbr. When these efforts were rebuffedi. however
P/PV't credibility was established in several sites. Midwtty
through the deie6gtratiOn, P/LiVs legitimacy was reaffirmed- in
Chicago, when Npartitent of Labor officia:Is seemed prepared to

stand behind P/PV in its confrontation With the politically
powerful Chicago Mayor's OffLce of Manpower.

. ;
1

_....

As the extention.period wound on, however, PVPV became some-
thing of a lame duck. 71iis was made manifest by the Atlanta pro-
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gram's financial straPts. P/PV not only lacked the fund or
power to rescue the program fyoM its financial difficulties, its
efforts to exhort others to acti n,also lacked the necessary in-
ducements to.prod or :entice anyon to go out 'on a limb "in support
of` the Atfanta'program.

P/PV's record °over the course of the demonstration speaks
well of the role that aw intermediary organization can pla ib

designing and;launching innovative programming. Though it may be
hampered at the outset by unfamiliarity with the inner workings
of a system,'anintermediary's outsider status also leaves it

free of the encumbering ties that make it difficult for an orga-
nization to impose changes on its own. operations. The interme-
diary can manage innovation, however, ,only if. it is given either
the poWer to enforce its wishes or the clear backing of those who
have such power.

2

1 /This is extracted from ProcessDocumentation,Final Report

Harvey ShaPiro. September 1981.
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Appendix III

Summary of Program Characteristics if

of VICI, HUD; and ConstructithsyCCIPs;

Scted for Follow-up Study



T4ble :

Atlanta Interprogram Summary of Program Characteristics'

I

_Program Characteristic

- Program Operator

. Project Timelines

Prior Experience in Youth
Construction Programs_

. RecrOltment and Selection of
Participants

. Average # of Slots

Program Coors

. Nature of pork.

Atlanta Urban League

Detember;1978-May-1980

considerable experiencezin_oper-
ating employment and training
prOgrams but not in youth con-
struction

distribution of flyers and public
service announcements and visi-
tations to community organizA-
tions and high schools; referrals
from Georgia' Employment Service;
applicants screened by staff for
appearance, attitude and motiva-
tion

60

OJT-; meaningful work experience;
emphasis on developing work
habits; career awareness and

work.skills; ief&eMphasis_on_.
placement in construction trades

covcection of cop violations in
35 residential dwellings;_work
done in carpentry, electrical;
plumbing painting and masonry
trades_but mostly in carpentry;
emphasis on large jobs average
cost of $3600

Exodus, Inc:

April 1978-January 1980 .

considerable experience With
social service prdgrava for youth
but not in construction

announcements to Exodus-sponsored
programs and to community; bulle7
tins circulated at Georgia State
Employment Office; possible:selec-
tion baied on previous construc-
tion and carpentry experience.

75780

'

OJT and jot placement into labor
unions; development of good work
habitasand_socialimation skills;
increased interest in reading and
further education s

landscaping and preventive main-
tenance of apartment complex;
renovation of houses; work con-
sisted of roofing, landscaping,
carpentry, energy conservation,
and painting



Table III=1 (continued)

Atlanta lnterprogram Summary o£ Program Characteristics

Program Characteristic : Atlanta Urban League Exodus; Inc.

. Key Program Features.
,i,

trainingA. r and support ser-
vices

WE*;.skill instruction for two
hours per week; GED instruction;

WE*; informal basic training in
measurement and painting skills ;.

personal and career counseling;_ counseling provided
+

training classes offered by Car-
*

- penters Union for selected
trainees

. . .

B. placement services initially less emphasis on place- Exodus operates its awn job Olace-
ment; later services provided ment center; youths taught how to
through- linkage with Apprentice-. complete application forms and
ship Information Center take interviews;placement into

jobs related to training not im-
portant

C. retention and attendance not a major problem; poor atten- high absenteeism initially:
dance noted for GED classes dropped to 10% by end of program

D. discipline . not very strict; rules established rules and regulations specified
by program were loosely adhered to in manual; monetary incentives

given for 'pod performance but
later dropped due to financial .

. .

constraints

E. linkages Atlanta Board of
.

Edueation; few linkages: Boy's Club; sel-
Apprenticeship Informatfon Center; ected a-:.hoofs; no union affili-.

Department of:Licenses end !napes- ations
tion; CETA referral agencies;
North Georgia Balding-an on-
struction Trades Council; Resir :

. '

dentin]. Carpenters Union; plumb-
ers; steamtitteri and electrician

' unions

.
.

work experiexperience



Table tinued)

Atlanta Interprogram Summar _ f ProgramXharacteriAtics

Program Characteristic Atlanta Urban League Exodus, Inc;

9;

1.4
F. general staffing

G. youth supervision

Other

.

.

.

.

1() journeymen, 2 clerks (PSE); 1
each of a foreman, counselor,
'forms specialist, secretary, andr/
manager;_part-time:_director, -

comptroller and bookkeeper

6:1; journeymen supervisors

, .

ma or -start-up .p-roblems

.

.

.

, .

.

,

.

.

3 managers; 6 weld supervisors

.

12:1; oupervisors_experienced in
housing construction or community.
develop:mot .

supervision was weak and work .

productiVity low due to inex-
periencc ofsupervisors. working
with youths

I-
. _

.

:_ ,.

.

ee 7. ;711::

. k a eau. a.

1



Table 111-2

, Chicago Interptogram Sumnary .

of Program Characteristics

a

Progra4)
VIC1 IUD

Progron Operator

,

1: Project 'Melia.

J. Pilaf Eluiritoeu

In Youth COMM-

tail Proems

4, licruttaftioni

Selection 61 ?if

ttetpeste

,

5. Average i of Slots

1, Piiiiii Qiii

.

11th Street Dmlopsent

Corporation; origialty ill

Dept, of Rom Stifi4fi tor

Lmfodele People. Planning

end Action Conference;

chenged in ildetrea

°etcher, 1978 -Septiider,

1480

Sole 8'611, ad hacyrol.

tete; dole the with Car!

pater') Unloorron_acodesic

program for youths

Throughlepf,_Of loon hr *

_ViCO1_1114_thtif owe inter-

'tattoo netarki.rtgoe041

recrvitaent arty, reload

lateen' elaborate inter-

view to check on goitre-

tin

60 orliloglyi liter re-

doted to about 41

Cinitrittfingilited place-

not and carpentry appro.-

grad

The sondlyni Derided-10'o ,

(Ivo)

,%,

liit;it; 19711.fehrtil,

a Pflaf experience

.

.

. c

Recruited by public service

ennouncemente, edo to coo-

vonify_nesepepers_ond.vord!

of-south referral.; oiler-

tion billed on ;finial reed-

log level, ragout In

Voodlevo ores sod interetev

to detereifte mertfaneee

Ind comaitaa to progras

goal,

---
,

lb, .-,

Youth eaployealti_apeciel-

ly_in_ipprentivrehip poet-

tins; help youth develop

positive mak habit, end

ettituda_end obtein CE01

Kenvood.Ookled_Cmunitr

dilitiitutilon (KOCO)

Mach, 1911-preeent

Only experience veo running

sell Ilptional Youth Corp.

and CCM Saner program.

Recruited through Urban

Progreso Center.; no ape

selection criteria; Iiii

all were out-of school an

fro, surrounding neighbe

hood

10

Taith participate how to

VOA (i.16, aployobilify-

shills); 16 ilecement and

rehailitetia of casualty

.

Puerto Rican Congrehi

(PIC)

1917-1900

Skio to youtk construction

but ouch experience working

with neighborhood youth

ection Nil other PC

rograms befit run of that

tail rettotted highly

ttaited youths

,

,

,

13

Keep participants Off

drugs and reduce Witt

trios

_.,....

South Atatia Ratty *foci-

aim; (SAM)

1$-IPSO

Red ivo TRIP -type P401411

for I yea,.

Sitiaing_throilli Orbit

?foetal Untie; pram

"deluded interview

,

,

9

Instill good work hit,

ii -1,ithi,

.

Volt, of the People (NP)

.

----

191I-11113

Sot 41!1:11441 fn-rehob,.

vorkOittle experience

aithiiiith

Word-of south eletuitment,

yreliaineti screening by

Urban Faisal! CenterL

lellscui torlbility to

couplets valatei'lad for

semi of reipoolibility

4
.

S

Crests lidity bottom

beep_etnant_ceste .4 _.

huildlag.solattatete fate

loll build in_entrurollit

lest iteili.inrial_rehtil___

ittly,vithinibodatt_Provid

construction training for

contribute to comnity

remotion . .

reiehboriood youth

113

\.)

to

114



_ Table 111;2 (continued)

141

Program
tl.

Ogecteristio.
NOD . YCCII0

':40Icy Two . a0 . PRC , SARA

.............,...

Three inb.progroma f101ot

*guidon. boildingisnop.

:roof oni_tevelopnont, sod

conaructiOni Trilling

glech lo_follovisi trodu

MEM plesteri*Allai

weal *lattice, rePara

work on dooral mod hate

sointehouviiiill.'

.

.

'Strictly °Mao toteteelk

!IttItitel on site, but

r eferfolo r ade It stilt

lima!'

.

,

*

.

i/011

10411146We thee,

MUNI* by vOri

With litelvdedt hisgloi

dryeali_framisg_doora___

ottippincsoldingl pourini

conaltelpirehing flora

and paintiog

,

All 413

.

.

/. littera of VOA

1

.

In Ili fowl. tes-

tuft!

ii, troloiluatid

support oer

vice'

0

Lap ails pt WAR!

talon; one Itro_lbsodon .

tuna aportisent building;

I few soillcrioth prof-

ectaincludti_cortentry

lisrimary erichosill, WOW

"I. roofing; pointing;

plastering, sow rough

pittbingl high level of

skill training

, _

1

,

orientation period lotted.

ing 2 wooko of heml dello.

listen end {_weeks of

knowledge building -end gen

sell -skill training; 0 ex.

tii hours per week it ear.

pentryspprenticiihip

school; resainder and

sijority of traninpos

OJT; S day, 10 hour week

week; informal counseling

through *lir stiff; GCS

Weigh external Whop

..

,

work_potionsed on pante

midential libmto, "port-

peel building_ini aeon

Ipso' in Woodlenil con.

acted of. nor hose re

pair, woothoritition; re.-,

haO; opon ippon d000lop*

oar; iocludcd copentryi

tsioting, "mem 'load.;

c0.1 end Pluubt00014

oc!!!4,andlirdenini

NMI, OJT; sithlhouro

per week of clearoom --

Oman in lethenIte of

venous trades; mandatory

CM and remedial courses

Om S hours per week

.

,

.

Met-crew did minor re-

hObIlltation, repair end'

weatheritotion; work lo,._
.

eludes 'paintiog, p as

petting up Ory_wal loplumb.

ing; domicil work--

stow; pod, crow was

respooaklo Is! housing

isnspment pogrem; inrlede

tinning Ind mantaning

building' and Outdo" gross

lso sjede'enforment

Proinr

Altanorighilly teli.

fleeted with CO progrot

which youths mended only,

tsrily. DOS Povided Wen

sive counoeling tests in

radio! mid math; tow .

!Wont mistance; RSV

helped with problems reist-

Snit to hewing, employment

Ind Mina

Coabined rchabilitotten

skills lislr.And Art pro.

sifouptto rediond

amp music, pIsFand_re.

piir_isitivoostil paintid

was on iosido aod ea-

side of building. Also

learnedrehob ailla

cleoning; sinor demolition;

Indocapini; brick laying;

pouring cenent sndrcon-

strutting forms; shearock

itiAtIllItION window, dear

sod frame work; modem,

plumbing; minor electrica

work; ond.pinting ss

Seport_letvicen hood,

counseling;_ testi fOltAd

log ind "%atheistic', odor*

ra tOp Ind remedial ed.

Maori tOtIrill. Through;

"ham of Strtetepro.

gram; three hours per week

of reading Ind mak Wm

tlon VII sealable. Youth

also received cow trailing

in Puerto Riess history,

music and lit '.

.

i
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Tabl6 111;2 (db# 3 hied)

?toga'

chillcurtitt 1
SIC1 RCM , icor

i.. ---
Agency ROM . MC

,........t......t..--.

Did out rely_00 illl for

Plucmcni:_diteeted Noe-

pent attivItleo through

Board of Directors

Moderate turnover;

latendance prvblesi w

Distiplint loi an Witio .

.

Linkages only with UPS and ,

Chicago board of Education

.

.;

.

ASARA VOP

----........--.---.....

Ni Will placement actin!

tie': V haroonaca with

developerd inAtier to Old

jobefor youths
,

.

.c. _ .__

Modirecturiover; A-

prowls, high

Strict discipline, 3 Otis

'Wort without notifies-

tit, results in trifoliate

,

3 WO site ruptedeors

.

t

0

1.

.

b. placate

"traces

,

e. retention and

Medi:Jac.,

d, distiplioi

e, linkages

,

Mostly throw jooroeyoan '

ond_peort: onion said it

wouletaht_00; 61'101111i%

fled" potticipotailoi

developer added late L

Irmo

.

ixtremelLlov turaaverl

particularly_ esrly.pert

of.prograr, atom:lance de-

lathed im good' ,

at

Portal set 'of policies,

followed isirly veil;

voricd.liiiilhat over

cootie of project

Extensive linhaten with

Cerpentere Union, Malcolm)

College, Chicogo School

Rosa, Community Develop.

tent Awry, Chicago --

United, Council La Rai,

and Dept of Dunn Service"

, .

c°c

Pigment oototlun misite

that idoetifted..lernted

Ind eaintained (t5o on _

prospective j° papal
yogh_for_ivtery .:. licit

placement' 'ado Wu__

affiliated organ( tions

Poor tettodanee, especially

in 'unser

t.

Staittdisciplinet youths

docked for Lamm or pent

hoot; Intension' for_poor

ittrialoto and poor Met

pline.vort frequent '

,

Linkages with Chicago Unard

of Education, local )lood-

lawn 11600110mill Nolo.

Vfiliiis'CliOir,Cogfentern

and Painters Unieriti Illin-

oil Department of'Correc-:

tions, Safer-inc.. Illinois

Deportment of Children_idd

Flit4 Services and Cliftegb

Department of Muoon Setvice

, .

1,

MO helped youths et up

reaWRM Ond-re4tra

announaments job open-

leg; froatsidelleotwentol

some ;toted within KOCO

,

high rat of Naomi

poor attendance

'

.

Striet,diteiplint_sod en-

iOrretent of dtectPlinerY

rules

Few linkilees; only MIS end .

RUD

.

.

:Inforeoll placement Atari-

tiai job bunk vu sailible

lo pecticipreti

llodersta turnover sod attar

dance pribleop ,,

Strict enforcemeot efilsci-

plinary ruitt;_teminotlim

owl Natoli troop;

grievance' are brought to

PeroonnelComitat of

hard of Direitoro

Joint venture' with-Aetno

Insurance,Commiy, First_

National Sisk ii city of

Chicago

117
g
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Table 111-2 (continued)

Progroi,
II

.,, .

VICE

al1111101..*1111...

'
; 111111

./10.1%.*IW111w 11.1..111.0.1. WY

Mit

ligentl ,
WO SOCO roe ow

1. moral stiff-
ing

1, yoath_supw

misery MA:

.a

Site idminlatr ot, adT

adalatrelet as aunt,
clerical aappart gaff,
Job diveloperi-tortstruc.

lion sanagtes 9 uiiton

loornemo (7 esrpenterti

I *son, 1 giitittrt
palttat)

-6:1 or lover
, ,

1 '

1

. 0

Care stiff: 6 Ai:60a.
tort, 2 clerical allot:Into
11 trilatre, 1 tOunaelors,

2 jil developers

N

12.111

'

I mother for clerical
program, I ouperrlior for

housing and sanapment, 2

superalsara for code uns,

torment, and 6 operriaor
for-Meitiortjtation and re-

Will lotion
.'

About 711

s

.

.

..

.

'3 electricians, 1 plooketi

2 wormier:, I landau:let,
1 ilorructor for tool

umoreigion and PritY.on

the Job

About 2.411.,ispereloore ,

'me All OC. Town stud

siareti eta a mo$matory

tiditA r

r)

s.,

!i)

.

.

I auPervisou, 1 prom
onager, i adalniatratfot

assistant, and 3 caaaultant

conlrattorl
,

t4,

Mom itli tontrastorcoot
$opettsil_vttitmelono tot

liakeaeliesiorle empathic

.

.

3 G alts 114-4Masqi

ibeltlItii 444111lottoot
oggelleatt4 it: Mining
youth

,

,

)

;,.t ,t! ;"1.,

WheiV
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Table 111=-3

Newark Iftterprogram .Summary
of Program Characteristics

Program
Characteristic VICI HUD

4
.

,)

1. Program Opera- Mayor's Offic6 of Employ- North Ward Educational and
for 1 went and Training (MOET) Cullural Center (NWEOC)

2K..u. PrograeFime- October 1978 - present February 1978 - January
lines (program was extanded,

May 1980) .

1980

.

3 Prior Exper- Have been operating Title
.

No experience in ctdstruc-
ience in Youth I painter's pre-appren- tion programs; extensive
Construction ticeship program since experience with youih
Programs 1975;extensive exper- programs t

.

r.

ierkewith local painters
union; extensive expel'- .

fence with youth prOgrams

*-

4-

4 Recruitment and Recrditment through word Recruitment by word of
Section of Par- of mouth, other commun- mouth, fliers distri-
ticipants itv based agencies;

VICI program had major
responsibility; some
assistance from RTP; prime
sponsor Emplbyability

buted through community;
some assistance from
N.J. State Employment
Service; screen for moti-
nation; check ieferences;

Development Team, inter-
viewed, examined test

90% are residents of
North Yard; regular CETA

results and made referrals;reqmirements;
physical stress test given;

some
recruitment through

applicants screened by schools; many younger, in-
.program director; prefer-
ence given to 17-19 year
olds; all neighborhood
residents, Central

school participants; many
just work in summer

,

Ward; normal CETA require-
ments; changed recruitment
strategy to include more

.

Hispanics; a few referrals
of ex-offenders.

_

121
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Newark Interprogram Summary
ofTrogram Characterfstics

Program
Characteristic VICI HUD

5.. Average number 60 Seasonal--summer: 200

of slots- remainder of year: 60-90

6. Program Goals Placement into painters Primary goal of community

.

union or other construc- improvement, partici-

_ __ tion=related job goals were-emplopant- y
merit opportunitF and

11 training

7. Nature of Work
_

Painting; mostly city- Major home repair and re-

managed apartments (350) habilitation, public works

and city-owned surplus avid the refurbishment of

properties (60); some community facilities; most

other municipally owned work done on agency head-
. buildings such as police quarters which serve as

and fire stations, com- offices and community

munity and recreation cen- centers. Some owned by

ters, swimming pools,
Newark Symphony Hall;

the agency (5); senior
citizen and recreation

trade area consist of center; vest pocket pa ks;

i -erior and exterior community garden; bocc

pain ng'and paperhanging; courts; local schools

hig degree of skill train and stadium; Japanese ea

ing; most jobs small in House and local Water

scope.
44--

Tower; pot hole repair;
trade areas included car-
pentry, painting,
electrical, landscaping,
clean uprsome plumbing
and roofing; level of- .

Skill. training varied by
crew; Scope of jobs varied
from very small to very
large

.

8. Key Program
Features

,

.
,

a. Train_ ing Most WE ; also; mandatory All WE ; instruction, by

and pup- attendance at regular supervisors; volUntary

port painters apprenticeship GED
--raining, 6 bours per

Services _classes tor 2 nights per week; counseling on -as

week, 3 hours per night; .needed hasig-;-referraI ser-

drivers ed and safety ices; recreationttociaI

classes; legal and health component

referralslinformaI ....-

counseling by staff aid
regular counselors.

. St,

*
WE = Work Experience 12?
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Table 111-3 (continued)

Newark Interprogram Summary
of Program Characteristics.

Program .

Characteristic VICI
.

HUD

4

. placement ser--
vices

. retention and
attendance

diacip?ine

.

.

.
,

E. linkages

_

geneFal staff=
ing

'

....._:______

Mostly through counselor
and supervisors; extent
siveObnion cooperation
in placement; job develop-
et added late_in-program---assistance

/ .

Describedas average for a
VICI program; 20% absen-
teeism per day

Formal set of Policies,
strictly'enforcel-.to some
extent used same rules
that apply to union.ap-
prenticp; several part
tiCipanti fired from
program for violations;
some tenii.on.due to°
balance between nature
of social program an&-.
training Program

.

Brotherhood
Of-Painters and Allied
TradeCouncil-#10; Newark
Housing and Redevelopment
Authority; Depti. of Pub-
Iic Work's; Recruitment
and "Training Program;
vat us MOET CETA offices

_Program director, fore-
man., program assistant,
;2 counselors;, .forms

speCialist, secretary,
part-time accounts clerk,
and job dev, opera 10
union jou eymen

___ __ _________

Job developer and place-
ment officer assisted in
eMployability skill
training;-some placeMent

but not helvy
emphaSiv-mitomp assis
tance frbm State Employ-
'went Service

High turnover; extremely
Iow absenteeism (3-5% per
day)

No formal policy; no
problems at all

.e,
.

1

.

'''

'N-.
s

.

TN. J. State Employment
Service; limited linkage
with Newark 'SchoOl Board

,

.

Program director, part-
time-architect, counselor,
administrative assistant;
job developer., general
foreman, part-tisecase
aide, other in-kind
agency staff, several
work superviaOrs; num-.
ber of supervisors varied
seasonlly; high turnover;.
usually 6-10_supervisors
pt any one time

123 a

'"\
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Table 111-3 (continued)

:'Newark Interprogram Summary
of Program Characteristics

-Program
Characteristic VICI HUD

g.

h.

P

youtA super-
vision
!J .

.

I. .

4

other

.

1

o

,

6:1 ratio, all union
Supervisors

.

.

Managefflent age y is
prime Sponsor for phe
City of Newark; Central
Ward

- Ratios varied by crew;
landscaping-12:1;
electricaI--3:1;
carpentry --4

painting--4.:1;
all non-union supervisors;

,

, most with consruction
experiente; some PSE'

employees-

Agency seems sophisti-
-cated, high politic 1
savvy; ethnic
hood (Italian) ,high
community pride and sense
of ownership; Nbrth Ward

a



Table III-4

New York Interprogram Summary

of Program Characteristics

Provo _

Chsrecterittie
i 'IC! 1100 'RCM

1. hopes Operator

1, Promo tholisee

(Verified owl city

teItosp,1176-Avpo- nio

People' Divelefotet'arpor
aka ..

tamer, 1971-kooryt19111

hoof Kelly

Aril, 11114resent

Oletff

.

April, 1911.pront

Vniverolty Settlements

Deement,1171-proot
lowers 'gird)

VW, it rite soot dal
opinion is youth run
i fon op eoperitoto nib
Mutt teestnetio neves;
id update vitk path
people, lo panel

vori_of soorb_rtersiteler;

onstol_melottioi_erIterin
lotertlinti_to Moire
vork_sititudis_weillth
grado eleetlos,,othe

.

li (12 oriiisolly)

primp goal II oflefo.
kilftf entails; get kilo
long eel pow shills; evi.
Putted they're lot sides
for pluowat

,

teapot IleiPts '

4i
,

hoot, 11711.ouelt

1, Prior floriests 11
Teeth Coestruetioi

From ,

,

4. Poch-limns eal Mee-
ilco of Participate

S. bow I Plots

. ,

Intensive optima; it;
vestherlutio projects
due HU

.0

plasA nocruitvent knob
11?, WI, and Neighbor
14:7 togett; lilted suns
cos; no ofeeisl 'dodos
erfter5

\- 60

provide mid experience sod

ekill develoonn mood.
m goal el flacons is
outman erode; eor
softy irproratet

4

iont jecent nodose io
youth constructiol-froproi

thrush lig grout other
tergienee an hoeing see.
aperent QUI '
\ \
largely void of moth; 1001
comity slug; IT?, local
MO schools, IT Dividea

for 'foods (for metho' .
ere); so special Ildtetiell
criteria

77

provide troiniocolverk
medlar, 11 10011tvetiol
tradoLosubeidiree j_ob
gement{ preservation of

______ _.... ___

very little; KO Is clear
op, 101sespiai; vary are
oraniutioa

..-0

valk-is sof coo _ity_re
terra,' initially, so sol
salon entrails; liter
looked for work everienes,

9th prods education, oo

serious crises, reensul
done, Ind ottItodes.

...
..

.

hi10117 tf Utit05

eituereolouity proem.
tin; pertlelpotiliolor
mot (hopefully, eonotrus.
tion-relstedY, skill dot!.
prank, lurk attitudes,
self Wattle. ma tool!.
does, rack habits, odor
studios of urban bap .

Mdi%

wore il youth taelttittiat
s tot io loth toblig

.

loot ts_doeututuiteent,
ialtlelly; then, vett of
south; norm enlist
lilt; eelectios le first
ease, tint served

`

.

40

plernot ill dolitilttibt
trade; preparation for

leborierketi tilarbiehior
of coosity .

ktkpoileiii s.ir pro
Irlk 1.1.$ laillarkitten
point biToliliffiliite-=-'
his trent Ina ,soory
etoovstien

recroirOmr thrush w-
teeth attvork srlettil
gestler, termini Mfr
deo-it Muth* 1111`
Isiolf_othiLieh_tmill
history, scabs& beck-

p ova, period ultiteree;
bottos The Is "eon re hilt
Lir

. ,

11 (li oristeelly)

Omit is 'construction
trifle; toped 20 t, W.
pawl retti toplove

,lillty, personal develop
put, and tore, a».

ono; minuet sk 13;

unsteleotrep estunblp;
ridable,' Irk bultlinl

, lured Miro Cols

comity
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Table 111-4 (continued)

1

_ nOiti3
Cherartertitice

NCI NW' I11XV -' -,

Aillici ratio. City
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---
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.
,

_
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,
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reeding bluiltiota

r
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3014,Ti_501 deserve 1
irtialpty_7 moth probe
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rice .
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so tonal activiriii '

.

.
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fg................*........
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Table 111;6

Philadelphia Interprogram Summary

of Program Characteristics

4;

4

Program_
,

VICI

t

Prime Sponsor YCCIP Programs

.

Characteristics

1, Program Operation

2. Program Timelines'

,

3. Prior Experience in

Youth Construction

Programs

6. leeruiiieat lid Silec

tion of Participants

5; Average 1 Slots

6. Program Coale

1, Nature of %irk

Franklin Foundatien

Oetober, 1918-Nerdh; 1980

.

little experience with Youth
.

programs, but worked in area

of housing rehabilitation

with construction unions

riferialirfroi-Pc-State

Employmentlervicel CATS

test administered but re-

sults not used much for

selection purposes

50 -54

returm to schoo4 skill

training in_construction_

trades; employment expert-

ence); less emphasis on job

Placement
4

gut tehabilitatiOn of large

two-family row h ,and

majer emergency one repair;

tradiaincludid,cerpentry,

plastering, roofing, elec-

tricnioasonry, and paint- plated

ing the

People Engaged in the Re-

fia41i4tat1on of f.kr.....mity

arid Youth_ (P.E.R.C.Y.)

November, 1978-September,

1979

None

distribution -of- flyers;- re-

ferrile fin State Employ-

tent Office,-01C, and Negro,

Trade Union League Council;

radio and television ads'

selection criteria: school

dropout, otherwise non -ape-

title

15-19

0

1

inetill positive atti- 41

tudee toward work andlvel-

op appropriate work habits ;

cmomity renovation through

home repair 4
-i

1

combination of painiing,

carpentry, elettrill,

masonry, brickwork and

plumbing repair; emphasie on

minor _repairs'; work com-

on a frOomes and!

project hepdausrters

Raverford Community Center'

l

. i

i

1

Noveiber,.19784epteiber,

1979 of

None /

;

/ , .

,

/r

distriiution_of_pottere end

flip* selection criteria:

initiellys medical exam,

CEO', local residence

1
.

/

4

13-16

desonstrate proper.

work habit.; lees emphasis

on job placement

i

primarilY exterior paintimg

and a_little weatheritation

on privet. row home, -.work

completed on over 100 homes

Simmons Youth Developed .

Guild (ROC)

,

September, 1918 - September, '

1979.
.

some in electrical work,

carpentry inklendocepine_

through Neighborhood Tooth

Corp. 'summer programs.

Progress for Noon Services

was main referral source;

some pittiiipents cime_from

other SIN programs. 'Final

seledtion_made by_ STEC Ex!

ecutive Directo based on

personal inte ew; lipor-

tent eilectic criteria:

Mitivstion to Work

2024

.

emPlolmento hdPefiliY iri

sress_of training; improve=

Wit in loth and reeding

basic skills

mostly home repsir.!ork in

carpentry and electric

.

.

.k

1...............--..--......-................._--_,
I
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'Table 111-5 (continued)

Philadelphia Interprogram Summary

of Procram Characteristics

Program

Characteristic '

VIC!

N11111.11==11.0.
Prime Sponsor YCCIP Progress

Agency Franklin Foundation Haverford SYDO

8, Key Program Features

a. Training and Support

Services

b. Placement Services

ci Retention ,and

Attendance

d. Discipline

Linkage!

math instrue . personal

counselimby rogram staff;

referrals made to other

agencies for reasons of .

health, legal and housing

problems; some jab develop-

ment and job readiness

counseling provided i

less emphasis on job place-

ment

moderate_ urnover; rela-

tively high absenteeism

initially lenient; later

very strict ;-.several parti-

cipants fired because of

attendance problems

Philadelphia Housing_Devel-

opment Corporation; office

of_Housing and Community De-

velopment; Philadelphia.

School Distiict; Franklin

Learning Center; urea; of

Employment Security; Settle-

rent_Houses; Philadelphia

Building and Construction

trades Council; Roofers,

Carpenters; Electricians;

Plasterers, and Painters

Locals

GED preparation classes pro-

vided by outside agency;

youth counseling provided

by Director; some job devel-

opment and job counseling

some job placement_ effort

bUt emphasis on aiding

youths to find own jobs \-

bajor attendance Problems

initially

generalrules set pd en-

forced by trainees; rels,

tively strict; adore parti-

cipants fired
46

OIC, State Employment

Office, Negro Trade Union

League Council; Instielite

for tarring; Office of

Housing and Community Devel-

opment

classroom training on meth,

nice of 'painting; informal

counseling provided by staff;

some lob development

some systematic job place,

rent effort

absenteeism and lateness

problem with'nev trainees;

turnover relatively low

docked pay for lateness;

suspension afterl late!

nessee; termination, used as

last resort

Negro Trade Enion League

Council; Institute for.

Learning; 12 Intake Centers;

PAAC; IHD

4 hours_ of classroom train-

ineweek to learn mechaniei

of trades; GED preparation

classes prodded by outside

agency; informal perional

counseling by Director

informal job placement by

Director and supervisory

staff

low rate of absenteeism

but consistent

not strict; discipline

problems dealt with by

Director; termination used

as last rest

Institute for Learning;

Progress_ofr Human Services;

Office of Rousing and Com-

munity Development

133
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Table 111-5 (continued)

Philadelphia Interprogram Summary

of Program Characteristics

5,

Program

Characteristic

,

VIZ,

, ,

Prime Sponsor YCCIP Programs '

,

Agency Franklin Foundation'

.

P.E.R.C.Y. ,

.

Haverfotd ..S7DC

g. General Staffing

.

,

_.h;' Youth Supervision

,

5-. Other

.

,

.

,

.

.

project director; construe-

tion-manager; lob foremen;

10 union journeymen, coun-

selor; assistant counselor;

record clerk; fiscal officer

6:1 Rik,: union_ journeymen

supervisors; roofing sub-

contractor performed

occasional supervision

,

t

"

progrOfteetor; 3 super-

viaors; 1 secretary ,

,

,

about 6:4 non-union_general

contractors performed

supervision

.

. 1.

,

.

project director; 2 super-

visors; bookkeeper; nein-

tenance person; employment

chnselor ,

About 8:1; expekence0on-

union lupe lags

,..

.

o

.

.

proj5t,directo4 general

foresan;.electrical super-,

visor; carpenter foreman;

fiesncisl oecretnry,

s ,

.

About 84eaperienced non=

union-, retired tradesman,

5,

.

.

.

,

.

.

4
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